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in Our 98th Year
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Wl-fINGTOtr(AP) - Phstdent
Carter today' proposed„Lua,4 billion
hike in former President Gerald R.
Ford's 1978 budget, saying the increase
sUilatip thented4-reslA.CF,Sectn_91111c
pgrogwrtahmasnd make
h a start on his own
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Carter asked Congress to impose a
ceiling on hospital charges, Otind of
price Control that may be the first-step
-toward -a-- -comprelieosive -national
health insurance program.
He also proposed increased outlays
for education, housing and energy, and
a small cutback in outlays for defense.
..He scrapped Ford's plans to cut food
sptraomp
gra,mschild nutrition and health
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told reporters at a briefing that the size - back on authority for defense spending
4fter 1978 by about $2.7 billion.
of the Carter deficit doesn't rule out a
Outlays for defense under Carter's "
balanced budge by fiscal 1981, which
plans would total 4111.8.billion, comuring his campaign.
('aster promis
pared with 'Ford's $11.;.3-billion
proposals for
rte r .ected
'in-der mblifd-tfierent822 billion in permanent tax.cuts inT9t
Health,
of
t
Departmen
the
for
spending
billion
$31
the
-14mM
replacing
and-1978.,
tax cut-afidjobs prograin he fireVtotiSly -Education and Wetfare-toti6i.-7 billion.-compared to the $159.4 billion recomhad proposed for the two-year period.
mended by Ford.
extending
•- He. recommended
There would _ be a cutback in
provisions of the Tax Reform Act of
of, the controversial B1
production
per
credit
tax
$35
,the
1976, including
bomber to five planes, instead of eight,
exemption and the earned income
and devopment of the Air Force's new
credit for low income families with
M-X suRr-missile would be slowed as
dependent children.
would development of the Army's
He trimmed defense spending by
,
attack helicopter.
advanced
about $350 million from Ford's request
(Continued On Page 10, Col. 4)
for fiscal 1978 and proposed cutting

- Proposals have been rejected--that
would have needlessly added to the
burden on the elderly and those who
depend upon Medicare, Medicaid and
food programs," Carter said in al,
•
message to Congress.
But, he said, there has not been time
constructioo adjacent to the MurrayA spokesinan - for the Houstonin his four weeks in office to completely
Calloway County Hospital. A
adthat
-today
saidClinic
McDevitt
rewrite, the budget that Ford sent ti)
n fo&.- --the zetnainingspokesma
a
concerning
Congress three days before leaving 'Mona! Thrortnation
physicians said they plan to build a
local
by
planned
clinic
private
office.
private clinic elsewhere.
physicians would be announced at a
He said it "is essentially still
date.
later
The Murray-Calloway County
President Ford's budget ...."
The group met last night to begin
Hospital board is now awaiting apCarter proposed increasing 1978
formulating films for the clinic but
proval of the Farmers Home
spending to $459.4 billion, compared
several details remain to be worked out
Administration '(FHA) on a loan to
with the $440 billion Ford recomsaid.
spokesman
'the
build the medical arts building. Action
of
revenues
g
mended. After subtractin
Dr. C. C. Lowry, corporation
on the loan is expected within 60 days
$401.6 billion, there would be a deficit of
president, announced previously that
according to hospital administrator
$57.7 billion. Ford recommended a
associated
physicians
18
the.
of
seven
Stuart Poston. .
deficit of 847 billion.
with the clinic have indicated that they
- Spending during- She current 1977
Poston said that work on preliminary
tices-tin --the
4i.seal year •ii-estiiiiatidattatAlitricigi- • .wdi locate their:prac
for the building, winch- was plans
professional offiee building planned for
with a record deficit of $68 billion.
originally designed as a three-story
Carter told Congress the changes he
structure with an estimated cost of $1.6
is urging would make "important first
million, has begun. He indicated that
steps toward a federal government that
plans for the building, will be scaled
is more effective and responsive to our •
down from the three-story concept but
people's needs."
that it is the board's desire to have
His budget director, Bert- Lance, told
ample room for the addition of
reporternthat-Garterls-ehanges-arephysiclana in the futwe.
aimed at correcting the "major
Meanwhile, Poston said that work is
defects", of the Ford budget. He said
along on Phase One of the
moving
and
nine
ages
juveniles,
local
Two
Carter restored $5:1 billion that Ford
-current construction
hospital's
'first
With
eleven, have been charged
had.cut from various programs.
that even thoogh bad
said
He
.
programand third degree burglary, theft by
The Carter budget also includes the
construction of a
the
put
had
weather
by
•
theft
and
$100
over
taking
unlawful
savings of $289 million that would result
about three to
hospital
the
on
wing
new
unlawful taking under $100, according
from eliminating spending for 1978 on
behind schedule, that most weeks
four
•
Police.
City
Murray
to
19 water development projects. Savings
of that time could be made up with good
The juveniles were taken into custody
over time from eliminating the projects
weather this spring.
.in connection with a theft at the home of .
could amount to $5.1 billion, he said.
a
where
Main,
2
,
1206'
James Dobson,
Phase One of the current construction
Charles I. Schultze, chairman of
taken;
allegedly
were
pistol
and
rifle
which includes the addition of
program,
Advisers,
Carter's council of Economic
and a break-in at Bill's Upholstery, 104
the wing onto the north side of the
South 13th,. where some office equiphospital, will add 38 acute-care beds
ment and tools were taken, according to
and 13 long-term care beds to the
police.
hospital facility. Also included in the
Police have also investigated a
new wing will.be 27 long-term beds to
break-in at Dunn's Furniture, where
replace those currently in the Conthree televisions, valued at $850 were
valescent Division building, making a
taken.
total of 40 long-term care beds in the
Other investigations include a break-. hospital."
at Jeffrey's, where the rear door was
in
Valuation
The wing is expected to,be completed
Property'
Local
burglarized, and $37 in cash taken, and
by January of 1978. At that time, the
Administrator Charles Hale has filed
the theft of two camshafts, valued at
convalescent division boilding will- be
his papers for re-election in the May
4120, from the Boyden Speech Shop, on
razed to make room for Phase 'two of
Democratic Primary, according to
et.
FourtIrStre
North
Harris.
project which includes construction
the
Marvin
Clerk
County Court
into
continuing
are
ons
Investigati
to
of new surgery, x-ray and emergency
To date, Hale is theonly candidate
to police.
according
incidents.
these
election.
May
room facilities.
the
in
office
this
for
file

Doctors To Announce
Plans At Later Date
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Carter's Proposed Budget
Up $19 Billion Over Ford's
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Eludes Hale, right,,Property
APPOINTED TO COMMISSION,-Calloway Counii liticite' Robert 0. Miller, left, and.
to serve as members of
Carroll
M.
Julian
Governor
by
appointed
Valuation Administrator Of Calloway County, have been
the Department for Local Governthe County Statute Revision commission. Ralph Ed Graves, standing, Commissioner of
Board meeting in Mayfield. Judge
District
ent
Developm
Area
ment commissioned the4' men last night at the Purchase
the PVA'sewill serve on this
,
represents
who
_
Hale
Charles
and
'ate,
V.
the
.of
ntY-judges
Mdlecwhø will:represent4texou
idationSTO Mk 1978 recoinmer
make
will
y
stifeTThe
the
Commission along with 11 other appointed memberethroughout
ities of county ofresponsibil
and
duties,
function,
the
to
as
session
assembly
general
legislature to be acted on by the
by Jennie &Gordon
Moto
—
ficials.

New Disaster Relief Vehicle
Is Acquired For Use Locally
and emergency services: Counties that
By Jennie B.Gordon
have an active civil defense and rescue
What may look like just an old war
squad are eligible to receive surplus
relic now will soon be a vital unit of the
Calloway County Disaster and: property of this type. This particular
vehicle, a weapons -carrier, was
Emergency Services.
This rugged four-wheel drive vehicle • acquired for the county through the
office of Judge Robert O. Miller.
is part of Army Surplus equipment. at
Modifications to this vehicle will be
Fort Campbell which is available to
made by the Calloway County Fire and
local units of government for disaster

Rescue Squad. A new coat of paint s4.11
improve the' looks of this carrier and
also make it easily identifiable as a part
of the civil defense.
A three-hundred gallon water tank
will be added as part of the equipment
The Fire'and Rescue Squad will then be
able to use the vehicle to combat the
many grass and brush fires in area
which are not accessible in their larger
trucks.
During the extreme cold weather this
year, many countians were left ivithout
water, and had no way of getting food
into their homes because Many of the
roads were impassable in conventional
vehicles. With the Disaster and
Emergency Services having this unit at
their disposal, water and food can be
delivered to these people who are in
need.
The American Red Cross will also
have this vehicle at its disposal in the
event of a disaster.'

Two Juveniles
Charged By.
Local Police

Charles Hale
Files Papers
For Election

Needline

... Only A Phone Call Away

Lloyd Key,left, and Ricky Edwards, of the Calloway County Fire Rescue Unit,
County
inspect the disaster relief vehicle acquired recently by the Calloway
ServiCes.
Emergency
and
Disaster
Moto by Jennie B. Gordon

The Future Farmers of America are working'for a better, brighter tomorrow..included in today's issue of The
Murray Ledger and Tunes is a special section commemorating FFA Week at Calloway Coun.y High School.
_Becky and Darryl Armstrong are dancing in the kitchen
tt's Galley is on Page Four.
these days...G
a.

Murray State University drops a 74-70 Ohio Valley Conference contest at Middle Tennessee last night...Sports
Editor Mike Brandon has the story on Page Seven:

thundershowers
Increasing cloudiness tonight
with showers and thundershowers likely. Partial
clearing and cooler on Wednesday. Lows tonight in the 50s.
Highs Wednesday ,in the 5.0s.
Winds southerly to .20 miles art
hour tonight. PrAipitatiOn
chances aper cent tonight:
. '

2,3
Local Scene
2
Horoscope
2
Dear Abby
4
Opinion Page
5,6,7
Sports'
8
Comics
8
Crossword
..
8,9
Classifieds
10
Deaths & Funerals ,
.,16 Pages.
FFA Section •
8 Paget
Roses Section

people who Mrs. Ward describes as a
Association and came away with
person to hear the troubles of the
ion Of the community."
"cross-sect
.
_
By PETE WYRO
her
and
structurefor Needline,then she
Needline clients. .
biggest thing Needline provides,"
",The
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
.
work.
to
got
venture
the
in
partners
For Mrs. Ward, Needline answered
An unwed mother4o-be, a teenager
she states, "is a place that can help the
"immeasureable"
the
With
quest for a central point where
her
a
disease,
troubled people who don't know where
Who has contracted venereal
Roos,
C.
David
Rev.
the
of
assistance
in
problems
people could discuss their
turn or who to turn to." She adds,"It
to
father who has "hit the bottle" too
Christian,
First
Murray's
pastor of
strictest confidence and receive help in
that these people don't know
-sad
is
much and now finds himself drowning
an
Church, and Mrs. Julie Lovins,,
. contacting the correct agencies to help
" and that "sometimes
go to,,
to
who
in it, and a mother left to fact the
at
Work
Social
of
professor
assistant
them solve those problems.
need - is merely for
-biggest
their
'
for
responsibilities Of raising a family ori
plans
the
Many State University,
And she has had help both in
'ventilate' to
to
'
her own by a runaway husband.
someone
financial
and
location
operation,*
the
a.
it
establishing Needline and, making
Perhaps the ; biggest oddity e about
What do these people have in comneeds of Needline were outlined and
-successful operation.
mon?
Needline is that iresistsiOere it does.
in
e
Chicago;
met.
At a conferenc
They're all people in trouble. And for
Larger cities such as Louisville, Nash.,
S.ince _that time Needline has anNovember 1973 she conferred with an
'Atlanta, or Houston.' have such
3.111e,
some,' knowing where to turn. and need,
swered an array of people in
.official of the AmeriCan Psychiatric
.program for their citizcnry, but for a__
w,hom_toturoto,_ isa mainr.prob:em in_
—1itielf.
- city the size Of Murray to- have .anBut it doesn't have M be that way for
operating .-teticy like tieedline is
unusual
residents 'of Murray and. Calloway'
County.
Nonetheless. Needline does exist, and
For almost three years, there has
it does provide answers to individual
been an organization located near
- needs. As Mrs. Ward puts it.-Needline
provides the 'individual options to
downtown Murray which has as its
solving' his or her need. It channels the
principal task the job of helping people
find sources to answer their problems,
need to the res urces to solve the need.
But it is still p to the individual to
their needs.
.
choose his own a swer."
That organization is the MurrayCalloway County Neeclline Association.
"Nor does Needline sit in judgment
.over an individual,." explains Mrs .
But if past should go by its offices at 203
South Fifth St., the sign outside the dotir
Ward. "It is not Needline's purpoSe to
*
hasjust one word...Needline.
sit,in judgment, bbt to help the inNeedline was activated March 3,
diVidual in solving his need."
1974, and has been supported solely by
So, the agency doesn't provide the
the donations of the citizens, merchants
solution, but an opportunity to find a
and community minded groups within
solution when there seems to be n9ne
Murray and Calloway County. But the
And the salient pointof it all il.that it
idea for such an organization had been
is done in strict Confidence. "In fact,"
in the mind of several local resident's
comments Mrs.:Ward, "no'one gets to
for months before its activation.. I
llosiay
-MurrarCa
at these files and we. clen4, use
look
;
the
for
Director
HELPING-M.. hiple Ward), Esikistive
Needline
to
• One of those individuals wItto the
directed
workers just to be sure there
calls
many
volunteer
of
one
answers
n
County Needline„,Associatio
executive director for tieedline, Mrs.
help in solving th'iir problems.
for
looking
people
from
-4 Continued On.Page 10, Col. 4i
Euple Ward, who today is the active
StaH Photo by Pete.Vivro
arm for the organization and is the only
•
--""..04APPle.""r'
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11iirrca: High FHA Chapter
Plans -Pkijects."11 Meetirig
The Murray High Chapter of Sweetheart included: Eddie
the Future Homemakers of Rollins; Raymond Sims,
America held its meeting on Danny RichariLson, and Lee
• --Thursday, February 10 in the Miller. The student body will
school library with the vote for the boy of their choice,.
president,. Teresa tun- Thrit paying a penny a-vote. The
ningham, -presiding.
winner will be annouriced at a
later
date. •
- The meeting was opened
Honchul,
Delaine
with the ritual. Devotional
ead Recreation leader, led the
from Hebrews 13:1, a verse on group in a relaxer.
Another skit was given by
Love.
the degrees committee with
chairman, Beth Outlitnd in charge.
- Scholarship
,Karen Bailey, presented a skit Participating in the skit were:
4thnut how the chapter could ...Mitzi Cathey, Angie Noel, and
make.money to contribute to Bobbie Smith. The skit exthe Scholarship fund. . Par- plained how the FHA degree
By Abigail Van Buren
ticipating in the skit were:• system works.
'Detilyn
Garland, Lisa
A brief discussion about
• - ;IllauP41. gain Ray,.... Grail- ,some-upeoniing activities was
fr
•
Reilden, and Terri Tabers.
hild_lind the meeting was
- The group.decided that they closed as the creed was
--DEAR ARRY:-You seem to-come.up with sume pretty
would
have 'an
FHA repeated,by all members. good answets for people. Now try me.
Sweetheart and the money
Advisors attending were:
on getting
made on this project will be Mrs. Dortha Bailey, Mrs. m m dating a nice guy and we re planning
arr ie soon. The problem is that he comes up with what
--*Yen le the echelarship-fund7--satly- Cniss, and Mrs -L-tter—scrtre pe-opte might call kinky ideas on sex. Some I like, ond
Nominations for FHA Lilly.
some I don't.
Now -he says he would love to seg me bald! And he wants
to cut my hair and shave my head himself. He thinks it
would be-Awry sexy, and would really turn him on.
I don't like the idea. To me it sounds repulsive, and I
think I'd look ugly. He says if! go along with the idea, he
will buy me lots of wigs, and if I don't like being bald I can
he likes me that
Several local persons have to the DE members on the tet my-hair grow back. But what will I
been guest speakers, at the proper techniques and form way permanently?
Have you or anyone else ever heard of this? Or have I got
classes for the Distributive for Parliamentary Procedure.
a weirdo?
Education.Clubs of America Miss Drystill distributed a
MS. NO NAME
at the
Area "quicky" sheet to the memMurray
Vocational Education Center. bers giving a summary of
DEAR NO NAME: I'd say you've got a weirdo. Don't go
Charles Walston from PSR, essential items
for along with any idea you find repulsive.
spoke to the classes on parliamentary procedure and
DEAR ABBY: Please don't throw this away, thinking it's
Computer Data Processing discussed them
giving
--and job Opportunities in the examples. All the DECA too dumb to answer.,-because I need some advice. I'm a
guy who is about to become engaged. Wttardo data processing field.
members received the in- 22-year-old
I do first'?
Jilly Drystill, a represen- formation on parliamentary
Should I ask the girl, and if she says yes, do I ask her
tative of Phi Beta Lambda procedure by being present at father? Or should -I ask her father first, and if he says_yes,
from the MSU Chapter spoke the Chapter meeting.
ask the girl? What if the girl says yes and her father says
no?
The members have a much
Should I wait to see if the girl says yes and then ask her
better understanding of the father before I buy the ring? Or should I buy the ring first
correct way a DECAt meeting and have it in my pocket when [ask the girl'?
operate.. These
should
What if I buy the ring., and the girl says no?
students will have the
BILLY VERN: NASHVILLE
parliamentary procedure
The Sigma's,entertained . knowledge to use in cornDEAR BILLY VERN: Don't buys ring until you ask the
their "-Vitelticarte_ • Wittif.a_ =may tegirdiatien LW their gii:1.191lhe girl aayale,yea-won't-weed*Tin,and -yew-won't
If
Valentine dinner party on later life, a spokesman said. have to ask her father. 11 she says yes,
he says no, and the girl is legal age, you don'titieed her
Monday, February 14th. The
-father's consent. If the girl is under age, you have a probSeene of the occasion was the
Mrs. Sine Richardson, from km. If the father says
yes, ask the girl to help you pick out
Holiday Inn.
Richardson and Trevathan, the ring. And good luck!
Dr. Mary Ann Russell, co- spoke to the classes on how
chairman and program and why to file for your state
DEAR ABBY: A rather unique problem has risen in our
chairman of Sigma Depart- and federal income tax. Points family. My sister is marrying a fellow who wears a tiny gold
tax laws in.ef- earrin in one ear lobe. He was wearingit when gis met
was in charge of the event and fect, and how to become a him,an she claimsit has neveFbOWere her.
The problem is our mother. She wants Sis to_ask her
other committee members CPA. Mrs. Richardson's time
included
Mrs.. Charles and efforts were greatly fiance to take the earring off for.the wedding.-Sis has reWalston, Mrs. Ed Carroll, appreciated by the DE fused. Abby, that one little earring, no larger• than a pinhead,
Mrs. John Gregory, Mrs. Gary students, a spekesman said. has split our family
in two. Half the family thinks Sis should
Marquardt, and Mrs. Richard
ask her fiance to leave the earring off for the_wedding and
Mrs. Lanette Thurman, half say she shouldn't. How would you vote?
Stout.
Mrs. Virgil Harris, Sigma. Director of Personal EnrichPERPLEXED IN ONTARIO
chairman, welcomed all ment Center at MSU,
dynamic - DEAR PERPLEXED: I personally think he has the
a
members and their husbands, delivered
and conducted a short presentation on the topics of right to wear whatever he wishes.
business session. The Glenda Personal Development and
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Boone Memorial Fund was Self Actualization. The DE
Know,"
send $I to Abigail Van Buren. 132 Lasky Dr.
students enjoyed participating
discussed.
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long.
Appi oximately sixty guests with her during her presen- self-addressed, stamped
(244) envelope
tation, said a school official.
• were present.
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Lover Turned On
By Shaved Heads
1._ 1977 by Chicago TIobunRN V NARA SIM0 Irc

Distributire Edacttions Clubs.Hear
Local Persons Speak For Classes
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•

Dinner Held
By Sigma's

0

5
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Special Nutrition Program
In The State Is Evaluated

Shrine-Ladies
Hold Meet At Cotham Home.

JACKSON, Ky. — Success titles than beans," she said. projects provided WIC foods
The Shrine Ladies met
has truly been easy to
Every six months each child to 2,100 women, and 11,300 Tuesday, February 15, at ten
measure, says Mary Jane in the WIC program is infants and children in the a. m. at the home of Mrs.
Dunn, a nurse with the reevaluated, said Ms. Dunn, month of November. Since Freed Cotham for their
Breathitt County Health as she turned her attention to WIC began, the public need regular sewing session.
Department, speaking of a four-year-old Jason Campbell, and demand for it have always
Many garments were
program she has worked with who was at the health exceeded its availability,
since it first began three years department for his evaluation which is one good sign that it is finished and will be sent to the
And
ago.
higher patients at the St. Louis Shrine
check. Jason is almost up to working.
Crippled
for
This health department was normal and Is doing much hemoglobin test results are Hospital
Henry
Mrs.
Children.
the second in Kentucky, and in better than he was three years measuring the success of the
McKenzie has asked for
the nation, to provide high ago, when his mother brought program everyday.
This past fall, the United volunteers to help with this
-prbteill and iron-rich foods to him to the health department
States
Department
families whose children were for the first time, she said.
of project.
Most of the 28 WIC projects Agriculture increased its
not getting these _ needed
A sack-lunch was served at
supplements in their everyday in the state are for pregnant funding to Kentucky's WIC noon with dessert and coffee
diets. Known as the Sup- women, as well as for young projects from $3.5 million to being served by Mrs. Cotham
plemental Foods Project for children. But, here at $7.4 million for one year. to Mrs. McKenzie, Mrs. Lora
Women, Infants and Children Breathitt County's health "We're building up to serve Arnold, Mrs. Hazel Dunn,
(W1C), it began lieu with „department,explaine_d _ its 24,000 as of April, 1977," said Mr). Betty _Molids, -and Mrs.
enough funds for ,50 assistant administrator,- Ms. Polly' Bosdech, nutritloillit lunesWestfilr
-youngsters. Now,there are 176 Fern Dalton,"We don't have a with the WIC program for
youngsters and a Waiting list. physician, which we would Human-Resources in Frank- -The--next meeting will be
When the federal govern- have to have for a prenatal fort. "This past September, held on Tuesday, March 15, at
ment first made funds program of any kind." Some we went from 16 projects in 28 ten a. m. at the home of Mrs.
available -to the Departnient sort of Prenatal clinic is badly -Counties, to 2$ projects ser- Morris, 901 inbruty Robertson
for Human Resources for the needed here. Although there ving people hi. 61 counties." Road, Murray.
The biggest hope now,at the
WIC project, it was a new and are physicians in town, none
unfonventional program that deliver babies and some Breathitt County Health
meant families could get only women go as far as Lexington Department, is that federal
certain foods, like iron- to have their babies. Others go funding will continue for the
fortified formula and baby to Hazard, explained Ms. Program, which, after three
years, is running sthoothly —
cereal, juice, eggs, milk, Dalton.
cheese and adult cereals
The third hand in the suc- all the kinks have been worked
fortified with iron.
cess of WIC in Breathitt out. It's a program that really
And, whether the "test" County is clerk Geraldine helps, say the workers there.
projects in Kentacky could Deaton, who has the mamexpand, or whether others moth job of keeping up with all_
could begin, depended on the the paperwork required by the
GUM'S HERE
success of clinics like the one federal government. "Since
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
In Breathitt County.
the program began, I've
"Within six months," said issued, and have on record, Hinman of Starkville, Miss.,
Ms. Dunn, "We were seeing 4,584 vouchersfor WIC foods," have bear the guests of his grandmother, Mrs. A. L.
results." Hemoglobin test she said.
Per Pose In living
results — which measure the
The vouchers are issued to Rhodes, and his aunt, Miss
iron content of the blood — families monthly to be Mayme Whitnell.
were actually going up. As redeemed on a weekly Itasis.
for Original Print Only
children stay with the They list what foods, and the
*No Limit
program- they start to lose quantity of foods, the family
*Groups Okay
some of the pallor that ac- may buy and are exchanged at
*All Ages '
companies anemia and is ..ta grocery store for these
reflected in the faces of many items. For the family with one
children in the Eastern child who is eligible for WIC,
The Professionals
Kentucky mountains,, she the voucher is worth about 125.
1115. 12th 753-0035
--Not long •ago, MAARs
thoroughbwan conTni e with a
Free Parking In Rear
Here, said Ms. Dunn, people Resources did a
trumpet-li e sound.
enjoy eating a lot of pork, audit of all records of the WIC
gravy and biscuits, beans and progrirn Ift 'Breathitt County. .4
cornbread, and drinking soda "It look two weeks and we Cii6
pop. But this kind of diet came out shining," said Ms.
simply cannot supply all the Deaton, who,as Ms. Dunn and
iron and protein a growing Ms. Dalton say, is the reason
youngster needs. '`A lOT Of for Melt-dumber-one ratthU
families can't afford the red
The Department for Human
meat which would supply iron Resources' WIC projects now
and protein in higher queer cover 61 counties. These
bT
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Artcraft Studios
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Siesta and Fiesta in Florida
at the new

-

.11.0.44211211LTLICO

Lifestyle at the Daytona Acapulco .
is typically South-of-the-Border

--

It will be ole

all the way ... leisurely or spirited to suit

your mood ... crystal clear Olympic size pool with high-dive
for pros ... kiddy pool and play area ... game room ...
shuffleboard ...oceanfront dining room ... cocktail lounge...
plus many nearby attractions.
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ONLY 70 MINUTES TO DISNEY WORLD

Your Individual
(
Horoscope
-4‘;‘,115ty

TONITE IS

The subtle seasoning of modern Mexico enhances the inn's
decor . .. luxury units, fully equipped efficiencies,
private balconies. color TV. Expertly managed by vacationveterans to give our guests the best of care.
Major Credit Cards accepted_

Frances Drake

FOR WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 23,1977

Attelli.IPXYLCO INN

2505 S. ATLANTIC AVE.
What kind of day will SAGITTARIUS
DAYTONA BEACH SHORES,
tomorrow be? To find out what (Nov. 23 to Dec. 210 ^
the stars-say, read the forecast
FLORIDA 32018
Read Scorpio. Your outlook
given for your birth Sign.
similar. Hasty decisions and
moves could be day's undoing.
Mims
On the personal side: Romance
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) NIA and new friendships highly
Friends may try to tempt you favored.
into making an unsound in- CAPRICORN
vestment. Say "no" and hold (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
g
your ground — even if they are
Auspicious Saturn influences
disturbed by your refusal.
4=.1m
now stimulate your incentive
TAURUS
and ambitions. Progress and
Phone
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 134iii? enduring rewards indicated
Fine stellar influences. A through properly channeled
I (904)
good day for capitalizing on efforts.
OPEN WIDE—Jason Campbell appears to enjoy the
761-2210
unusual ideas, initiating new AQUARIUS
,ttention from Ms. Mary Jane Dunn (right), a nurse with
or
systems, experimenting (Jan. 21 to Feb. 191
I mail
the Breathitt County Health Department,as his mother,
generally.
A day for cautioa. Before
,
I coupon
Sharon Campbell, watches. Jason was at the health
GEMINI
acting, carefully investigate
today
( May 22 to June 21) 1/4
0
- propositisins, estimates, nets
department for his six-month evaluation, required of all
STATE, ZIP
Your competition will be keen undertakings generally. On -not
children who are part of the Department for Human
now,but the challenge should be depend on hearsay in
Resources' Supplemental Foods Program for Women,
stimulating. A good chance to ANYTHING.
DAYTONA BEACH • FLORIDA
Infants and Children.
display your ingenuity and PISCES
know-how.
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 201 X
SOW hurst PT( To Wet
CANCER
if things aren't going quite as
axvraut
(June 22 to July 234 my Ty--0
,_you'd like, seek a new and more
.144Amao
Some things you thought _ productive approach.
NAOS.
'impossible" begin to work out Experiment a bit but don't go to
uses os
The Southwest Cal ANT-•..,s,5
now, can be pushed by your extremes.
•
-DOMPLIMMTS Of DISCRIMINATION IN THE USE OF THESE NANDI NAT Si SENT 10.1m, OFFICE OF
Eleinentary
School Parent- '
determination and dexterity.
ACTUAL EXPENDITURES Onelmill ObilsolleWN
Teacher Club
THE GOVERNMINT
meet
Take the proverbial bull by the
YOU BORN TODAY are a
Of
'
Thursday,
February
horns — and ACT! .
24,
•
at
highly versatile individual, with.
nas
LEO
seven p. m. at the _school,
$
•certain characteristics almost
Nvr-eris
t
(July 7A to Aug. 23)
alien to other Signs. A Piscean,
Presenting the program will
An excellent day for con- governed by Neptune, you have
E
be the sixth grade class of
sidering, new
business an intense love of the sea and
£4.386 _ s _125.46.2
Mrs.
Jane
Cothran.
Sandra
arrangements — especially if everything connected with it.
$
--14-7-,-5-S11-•Gallimore, president, urges
they involve real estate,deaLsAlso, you are extremely perall parents, ,teachers, and
VIRGO
. .
S • 4,404
ceptive, possessing almost a
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) wr 41. "sixth sense" which, coupled
interested persons to attend.
Opportunities in a new field with your many talents, can be
_S_ 5,000
will interest you considerably. an invaluable factor in your
ta 1)eportment Pion,
Study well — if only to grasp as success pattern. It tells you
Iterting (hi TIrtir,mlo%
an avocation.
when to move, when to "stay
LIBRA
put." Further, it gives you a
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
The ?eta Department of the
more-than-ordinary interest in
You may have to sacrifice the occult, and many Pisceans
Murray Woman's Club will
sant personal desires for the are known for their clairvoyant
meet Thursday, February 24,
good of all. But,in the long run, powers. Your personality is a
-P30 m. at the club house
at
it will pay.
magnetic one and others follow
4
with the program oil_ "%irk
' SCORPIO
you willingly. Thus ,you have a
Twain" to be* presehted by
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) Meet' great responsibility toward
Stellar influenceS warn them. Will you lead 'up -or • Robert Valentine.
-,$'. at
am%
E
against hasty decisions and DOWN?.BirthOate OE George
' Hostess will be Mrs.
Cl
expressing opinions before all Handel, c mposer; Samuel
Salvatore Matarazzo, Mrs. A.
facts are in and all "angles" Pepys,
diarist; William A.
D. Wallace, Mrs. Dick Sykes,
understood. Day has fine Shirer, author, Journalist;
L'•
AND RECORDS DOCUMENTING
Mrs. Ed Chrisrnan, and Mrs.
potential otherwise.
SW Fonda, TY WriCsalitY•
?4, €,-Gaffott--J444
.••
Crearituautia
Nar_r
ImP

•
•4fis•
••
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Please send information
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For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
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THE BEST OF HEALTH

Nation's.Death Rate Drops
To.Lowest in Our History

arden Path:

"Dm lost of llikalfh- I•atufas information for *date's and wfitors
in dim CfIds of hialk, nundicin• and family money managomont
credited the drop to a lower
Many Americans cheated death
„speed limit and requirement for
list year.
_ strii,44,5Afely staxidiuds urcar$
4ccor4114_10_
,
ance Iresintute analxsis of government statistics, the nation's
Hiatt Deaths Drop
death rate in 1975 was the lowest
At the sameNkme, heart disin our history.
ease continues to Itt•Ahe leading
It fell to 9 deaths for .every
cause of death, but fatablpco hase
1.000 AmoricAtits, said -the. lash. _- dropped- -TT- percerrt -s-mct'14469.7
lute, down from 9.2 4n 11174 and
Itin..
according to the National C4p
from 9 5 in 1969.
for Health Statistics
There has also been a 1300
Down to 9.6
cent decline from 1969 to 1975 Tin
It marked the first time in
e death rate caused by cerebroAvitican history that the fate
vascular disease, those diseases
as low as 9 per 1.000
w
of tha. blood vessel% affecting the
According to the report, 1.91 brain. the Center said The cancer
million people died in the U.S.
rate rose 2 percent. suicides 8
in 1975—the lowest total since
percent. mutders 26 percent
1967, when 1.85 million died.
A major factor in the death
rite decline was a drop in heart
- The'Visited -- State"- has more-faitUre deithi which has been
physicians per inhabitant than
noted since 1969. From 1969 to
any other country in the world,
1974, according to the Institute,
reports the Health Insurance In major cardiovascular-renal dislute
eases experienced a 12 percent
Overall, there are an estimated
reduction in mortality.
1/.0.000 active and inactive docAnother factor was the sharp
in the US .---One for curry
ACC
-46,000
drop in highway deaths
581 people Use nation closest
in 1975 compared with 55,791
to the U S in this area is the
in 1969.
Soviet Union. with 'about one
An official of the National
doctor to e,ery 750 people.
Highway Safety Administration

U.S. No. 1 in Doctors

G4

Even if you
use the short

form,it
could pay you to
.see us."
Henry W. Block

Reason No. 15 why H&R Block
should do your taxes.
Even the short form is more complicated
this year. So to be sure you pay the
smallest legitimate tax—it could pay you to
see Block. And if switching to the long
form will save you money, we'll show you
just how much

H&R BLOCK
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE

903 Arcadia St.
753-9204

OFFICE NOUNS:

•SAL to hp... Weekdays,•a.m. re S vat. Sat.

Tuesday. February 22
McGavock High School,
Nashville, Tn., Jazz-Rock
Ensemble and. Madrigal
Singers will-perform at seven
p.m. in the Student CenterAuditorium, MSU. Concert
free to MSU students but
..others willhave.tapay.a small
admission charge.

Wednesday, February
Volunteer in-come tax
assistance will be 'offered
from 2:30 to five p.m. in Room
206, Stewart Stadium; MSU.
For information call 762-4193
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WILLIAMS

1 want to start off my deeply than it has been in
column- this morning by years A couple of weeks ago I
saying "thank you" to the heard someone say they tried
Thursday, February 24
a- to do some digging and foundCarter School Cub— ROM-- may- readers who sent meof
Many
birthday.
the top couple of inches just
my
card
on
and
Blue
Pack 57 will have its
have
you
I
but below that the ground
people
are
who
did
fine,
at
school
NaSt6 Phi. Lambda Sorority, Gold banquet at the
not met and I do appreciate was frozen hard.
Omicron- Alpha Chapter, will 6:30 p. m.
every single one I received.
By water and lots of care,
meet at - the Woodmen,
The cards made a bright spot we may be able to save shrubs
- Building at seVilas p.m.
in my day. Thank you.
Zeta Department, Marra
that would—otherwise be lost
Did you know the jonquils Don't give up yet, but be
Woman's Club, will meet at
will
meet the club house at 7:30 p. m. and narcissus are coming up
LaLeche League
prepared for damage, for
and the crocus are sticking there is bound to quite'a bit. It
with Debbie Shapla, 1002-,
the
of
out
p.m.
their
up
7:30
noses
at
Fairlane,
Soothwest Calloway PTC
may take most of the summer
will Meet at the school at ground'? It seems impossible for things to get back to
Murray "TOPS Club will seven p. ni.--with program by after all the ice and snow and normal_ But ,spring is on the
but there
meet at the Health Center at Jane Cothran'S,
siath grade. sub-zero weather,
way and we will have work to
they are.
seven p.m.
do.
.So now no amount of bad
Boosters Club of 'Sandy
can dampen our.
Alpha Epsilon Rho, national Coleman Twirling Acadeinji, weather
is more
February
spirits.
will
broadcasting society,
will meat at the studio -at' than half gone so•we know the
sponsor a television auction seven p. m.
worst-is behind us.
over MSU-TV (Channel 11)
When 1.tee the spikes of
(rom seven p.m. to midnight.
Ellis Center will be open narcissus solreen and pretty
from ten a. m. to three p. m. in the cold ground,..i. find some
Special program on "How for stnior citizens with sort of a lemon for bk,human
The'Executive Committee
Can I Handle Problem of devotion at 10:05 a. m., lunch beingsa If they can---tive of the National Asiociation of
After at noon, and table games at through the severity of such,.
Job
A
Finding
the Retired Federal EmGraduation" will be held by one p. m.
bad weather and come up: ployees met Thursday,
the UCM at Hart Hall at seven
smiling, then surely we can February 17, at 9:30 a. m. at
p.m.
Foreign Language Festival follow suit and take cheer
the Triangle Inn with the
T know many of you feel that president, C. ,O. Bondurant,
for regional high school
students will be from 9:30 a. yOurshrubs have been killed._
American Institute for m. to 2:15 p. m. in the Beshear But don't cut any of them presiding.
It was announced-that Rep.
Foreign Study representative, Gym, MSU Student Center. down yet, even if they look
Imes will be the
Kenneth
Mrs. Darlene Colson, and Dr. Call 762-2501, Dr. Howard dead Give them a chance to
speaker at the meeting of the
with
meet
put
new
will
out
grouth_when
the
James Kline
Keller, for information.
-Retireci%
weather warms up Some of local chapter of
persons of all ages interested
be held
to
Employees
Federal
them may need to be cut off at_
in the educational travel
Friday, February 25, at 9:30 a.
new
up
put
and
will
ground
the
program abroad at 7:30 p. m.
Friday,February 25
may need to m. at the Woodmen of the
in Room 108, Faculty Hall,
Kentucky Lake Chapter of life there. Others
tops
cut off. Just World Executive Room.
the
only
have
MSU.
National Association of
see what President Bondurant urges all
wait
and
awhile
Retired Federal Employees
NARFE members to attend.
happens
Wednesday,February 23
will meet at the WOW
At the committee meeting
ground
the
if
see
and
Check
citizens
Lunch for senior
Executive Room at 9:30 a. m. is moist around the plants. Not the president reported on the
will be served at noon at the with Rep. Kenneth Imes as
just on top, but four or five legislation that will effect
LI rth Second Community speaker.
,
inches down When the real .taCh member that is now
.•
Center with activities to
growing season starts, add being presented in Congress
, fertihrer
.
plant--food
and- -also • - in - • the state
Shopping for Senior Citizens water thoroughly.
legislature, and urged each
Workshop on sculpture will be held. Call 753-9725 by
We had a dry fall and that •member to write to the
blacksmithing will be at 7:30 9:15 for morning shopping and
it all the more Congressman and Senators
makes
p. m.in Room 423, Price Doyle by 11:30 for afternoon shopto give the plants expressing their views.
necessary
For
MSU.
Center,
Arts
Fine
ping.
members
Committee
Don't
now.
water
of
plenty
information call 762-6938.
try. it while the temperature present were C. 0. Bondurant,
Lunch for senior citizens remains _Loa We will have Van Valentine Max_flort,..
. Calloway
County
will be Served at North Second some .pleasant days before Robert Douglas, Eugene
Homemakers Council will
CeMer at twelve noon with long
Tarry, Mack Thomas Tarry,
meet at the home of Mrs.
game day-(o follow.
The ground was frozen more and Norman Klapp. Perry Cavitt at 9:30 a.m.

Rep. Imes 10
.S1)e(Ik For
(;r()Iip Here

Cynthia Chittenden, right, was guest soloist at the annual Good Citizens luncheon held by the Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters of the American
Revolution at the Murray Woman's Club House on
February 12. Miss Chittendon, from Livingston County,
senior at Murray State, sang a group of Irish songs. She
was accompanied by Denise Reynolds, left, senior from
Memphis, Tn. They were introduced by Mrs. John J.
Livesay, regent Special honored guests were Miss Ian
Outland and Miss Renee Tobey, from Murray High and
Calloway High respectively, who were presented Good
Citizenship award pins by Mrs. Doris Nance, Good
Citizens chairman from the DAR, upon being selected
for the awards at their schools. Mrs. Max Hurt led the "
opening prayer before the pledge of allegiance to the
flag. Mrs. Charles Outland and Mrs. Frederick Tobey,
mothers of the honored girls, were special guests at the
luncheon. Also attending were Mesdames Clifton Key,
Price Doyle, E. S. Diuguid, George Hart, Leon Grogan, W.
S. Major, Estelle Morehead, Robert 0. Miller, I. B.
Burkeen, J. M. Byrn, Jesse McNutt, and Dr.-Mildred Hatcher.
Staff photo by to Surkeed

February Special!
YOUR EARS PIERCED FREE
With Purchase Of
Piercing Studs On Sale Now

Only $799
Offer
Good Any
Day But
Thursday

MICHEISON'S
c.
et re' IA
es

Pork
Free
Always

To Help Conserve Energy
in Murray and Calloway County, these Grocery Stores
have adopted the following store hours:
*BIG JOHN'S

MAXIMUM HOURS:
9 AM to 9 PM
DAILY AND SUNDAY
Note:

Some grocers may open
less than the above
hours. Their hours will
be posted in their stores.

IGA
*JIM ADAMS'Southsid
e)
(Northstde and

*JOHNSON'S GROCERY
*KROGER
*OWEN'S FOOD MARKET
•PARKER FOOD MARKET
*STOREY'S FOOD GIANT

We trust these hours will not be an inconvenience 'to you. But we, the
grocers of Murray want to do our part to help solve the energy problem.

4t.

The Murray -Ledger(t- Times
R. Gene NleCutcheon, editor

SIVIi1{,AY NEWSPAPRS.
E
Int.

EDITORIAL

student
FFA
The
organization also offers an

atmosphere of opportunities for
the individual to grow ..He faces
competition. She serves as an
elected officer..Or works hard
as a member of a chapter
committee. He is responsible
for the project. The others are
depending on him. Personality
development occurs.
important
other
One
stimulant of student-member
growth is the vocational
agricultural instructor. He
guides the student through the
vo-ag progra& and advises the
member in FFA-This advisor
is the important catalyst in the
growing process.
Students emerge from this
time-proven growth program
trained and prepared for . a
career serving America's
have
They
agriculture.
developed themselves as effective leaders, sensible
decision makers, creative
personalities, morally straight
citizens, and confident individuals ready for life.
Observe their enthusiasm,
sparkle and pride for FFA, for
themselves, and for our
America.

•

"Low Down"
FROM THE

Congressional
-Record
By JOE CRUMP

"The cost figures I have cited came
from the National Taxpayers Union, a
highly respected watchdog of the public
purse. USDA itself claims that its expenditures for the breakfast, lunch, and
dinner studies Would total_ approximately $45,000. I shall gladly
accept either set of figures. USDA gets
the January -Fleece" because not a
single penny of public funds should__
have been spent for this purpose."
+

CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT
As a member of the Senate
Agriculture Appropriations Subcommittee,Senator Proxmire will be in
a position to cooperate with the
President's efforts to reorganize
Federal agencies that find devious
ways to waste tax dollars.
ITEM. The $46,000 'breakfast study'
will pay a congressmen's salary for a
year.

How To Reach
Your Elected Officials
Federal Level
u.s. se.. *wet .'Dee Hveldleston
3327 Dirlisen ItaiWing
Washington, D C 20510
U S. San. Wendell N Ford 1,0!,
4121 Dirksen Budding
Washington, D C 30510

U. S. Rap. Carroll Hubbard. Jr
423 Canon House Office Building
Washington, DC. 20515
All U S Senators and Representatives
,,"But why should the taxpayers foot
may be reached by telephone by dialing
the bill? If meikbers of the food service
202 224-3(21 where O". U S Ccipirol
industry can use this information, let ...operator will corect you with the,of
fief& of your choice •
them pay for it.

"USDA plans to issue similar studies
for lunch and dinner menu items. This
would bring the total cost of the project
to almost $160,000. The breakfast tab is
bad enough. I ask USDA not to saddle
the American people with the check for
lunch and dinner as well...

Isn't It
The Truth
Girls today are said to be biggerfooted than their mothers because they
wear sandals or go barefoot and are
bigger all around and up and down. I
don't believe that is necessarily . so.
Some girls would never think --Ef
wiggling their toes in public and what
'4he.y. do. wiggle there has nothing.tto; de,
-

Copt

State Level
State Sen. Richard Waisenbeger (D)
State Capital BaiWing
Frankfort, Ry. 40601,
Sc
list,?, IlAayfield, Ky. 42066
State Rap. Kanaetti C. Intel 101
State Capital Wien
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
or
201 S. 3rd St., Murray Ky. 4iO71
State Rep. Lloyd C. Clopp (El)
Stine Capitol tinkling
Frankfort, ay 40601
Di.
P.O. lox IS, Wing*, Ky 420411

Today
In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. Feb. 22, the 53rd
day of 1977. There are 312 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in hist*y:
On this _date in 1732, George
Washington was born at his parents'
plantation near Fredericksburg, Va.
On this date:
In 1810: Frederic Chopin, the composer, was-born in Warsaw,Poland.
In 1819, Spain ceded Florida to the
United States. In 1889, the Dakota territory was
divided into North Dakota and South
Dakota.
In 1945, in World War I. the U.S. Third
Army crossed the Saar River south of
Saarburg, Germany.
In 1966, Prime Minister Milton Obote
of Uganda ordered five cabinet
ministers arrested and assumed full
power.
In 1973, the United States and China
agreed to establish liaison offices in
Washington and Peking.
Ten years ago: Indonesia's President
Sukarno ended a long reign of power by
surrendering
his
remaining
presidential authority to General
Suharto.
Five Years ago: President Richard
Nixon and Premier Chou En-Lai had a
four-hour meeting in Peking.
One year ago: The bodies of' twvf
the last -U.S. military men killed in
Vietnam were flown back to the United
States.
Today's birthdays: Senator Edward
Kennedy of Massachusetts is 45 years
old. Actor Robert Young is 68.
-Thought for today: I believe women
are designed in their deeper instincts to
get more pleasure out of life when they
are not aggressive — Dr. Benjamin
Spock.

Bible Thought
Cause me to hear thy lovingkindness in the morning; for in thee do
I trust. Psalm 143:8.

•

fhtere IC -,no better (woe to retre.,
oursek..'es in prO,,er and study than
in the morning hour., the refrev,h,
ment will last all day

The Murray Ledger & Tunes
The Murray ledger & Times is published
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4, Christ,
man Day, Nets Year's Day. and Thaoleigiving by
, 103 N 4th St Miu-rki,
Murray Newspapers,
.471
'Second Class Postage Paid at Murray. Ky
42071
48a:farm" RATES In areas ,..er‘e.<1 Ps
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year By mail to other destinations, $3250 per
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Garrott's Galley

By M.C.Garrott
Becky -and Darryl Armstrong are
dancing in the kitchen these days. For
the first time in four weeks, they've got
water in their home again.
'• • Becky is a secretary in our office at
Murray State. She works for Dwain
McIntosh and Barry Johnson, and has
been with us-for seven years. Darryl is
an editor and information officer with
TV A's Land Between the Lakes.
Both liking the open spaces, they
bought a home three years ago at
Pirates Cove near Kentucky Lake
between Hardin and Aurora. Life there
has been great with exception-of this
winter. They've had their problems.
When they woke up Jan. 19 with the
temperature below zero outside, they
had no water in the house. Their pipes
were frozen. A lot of others have experienced the.same inconvenience this
year, I'm sure, but theirs is one of the
longest periods of going without water
that I've heard of this winter. It didn't
come back on until last Wednesday,
Feb, 16. You would have thought
someone had left Becky a fortune, she
was so happy.
+++++.
How did they manage?
They carried water home each
evening from work in plastic bottles for
cooking and drinking. They took baths
at a neighbor's house, they washed
clothes at a laundermat, and they
laughed a lot about it all."There wasn't
any reason to get all upset about it,"
Becky laughed. "There wasn't much
we could do about it."
They did have a crew from the
Jonathan Creek Water District come
out and check things, but, naturally, the
trouble was on the Arrnstrongs' side of
the meter. Darryl tried to solve the
problem by putting heat lamps at the
meter and where the pipe came into the
house in the basement. Then they
settled down to make the best of things
until the Age broke up_ and the water
flowed again.
+++++
Most problems,-though, have their
bright spots, and from Becky and
Darryl's experience has come a close

(A Column for Readers Who Haven't Time to
Review the Congressional Record Daily)

Taxpayers Pay $46,000
For Breakfast Study
SENATOR WILLIAM PROXMIRE
(Wis.) "...As Senators know, I make
monthly "Golden Fleece" awards for
*the biggest or most ironic example of
wasting Federal tax funds...
"My "Golden Fleece" of the Month
award for January is the U. S.
Department of Agriculture — USDA —
which spent nearly $6,000 to determine
how long it takes to cook breakfast.
USDA did more than lay an egg on this
one. It also spent the taxpayers money
to figure out how many minutes it takes
to cook it...
"USDA's researchers found that it
takes 838 time measurement units —
TMS's — to fry two eggs in a skillet. In
wondering, time
you're
case
measurement unit or TMU is
something that was also cooked up by
the folks in USDA. And they decided
that each TMU equals 0.036 seconds...
• "Did you realize that it takes 1.222
TMU's to come up with a 6-ounce order
of hash? But you need not wait that long
for a nice breakfast. If you can sit still
for 960 TMU's you will be enjoying
some french toast...
"Now just who is this study intended
to benefit? According to USDA,it is the
food service industry, which allegedly
can use this study "to determine the
direct labor costs to produce a specific
menu order as building blocks to
develop productivity measures for
scheduling employees and controlling
labor costs...
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For This Couple, Happiness
h_Having Water Once Again

FFA!A Chance
For Growth
He grows taller to reach new
.goals in lite.
She can see over rthe horizon
to her career in agriculture.
They are members of the
FFA — a national student
organization of younemen and
women enrolled in 8,000 local
vocational
school
high
agricultural education
departments. They are over 450
thousand strong.
There is the physical growth
of youth of course, stimulated
by nutrition and youthful vigor.
But more, FFA and vo-ág
provides youth in agriculture a
chance to grow personally and
professionally. The program
creates- the atmosphere in
which they can grow and
become responsible leaders for
agriculture. FFA is an integral
part of the educational system;
and the FFA is built around the
principle of learning by doing.
Professional growth in a
selected agri-career is the
objective of the agricultural
education effort.
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relationship with some neighbors whom
they really hadn't gotten to know itntil
their water froze — James and Janet
Lockard.'
The Lockards had lived in Mayfield
and Louisville before they moved to the
lake not long ago. The Armstrong,s had
met them but hadn't really become
acquainted with them until now.
Fortunately, the Lockards' pipes didn't
freeze.
"They graciously opened their home.
to us," Becky said, "and we would go
over there ma the evenings for our baths.
Too, every time we'd go visit other
friends and relatives, we'd take along
soap and towels and take a bath."
The Armstrongs also ran a hose from
the Lockhards' to their house and kept a
plastic garbage can filled with water.
-We would heat water from this on the
stove for washing our hands and
faces," she said, "and we weren't
through with it even then. All used
water and poured into the tank on the
comode. As long as there was water in
that, it - would flush. And THAT
helped!
+++++
Perhaps the greatest inconvenience
of it all for Becky was having to go to a
laundermat several miles away, often
after working all day, to wash their
clothes. "I hadn't been used to that in a
long time," She laughed, adding:
•• We don't realize how much we
depend upon the water supply in our
homes and how convenient it is until we
don't have it, but with the help of our
friends and neighbors, we managed.

1002EGB.
10 Years Ago
Fire destroyed the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Ben Waldrop, located east of
Almo. Another fire reported was the
barn with about three acres of tobacco
that was destroyed on the farm of Ruel
Anderson near Bell City.
Miss Charlotte Young, senior, was
crowned as basketball queen at
Calloway County High School. Attendants were Mary Jane Rhoades,junior,
Cathy Johnston, sophomore, and Joan
Broach,freshman.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Effie
Garland, age 77, and Raymond L.
Wallace, age 48. -Murray State University will begin
plans for building a new football
stadium and a new six story classroom
building, according to the announcement made at the Board of
Regents meeting.
Members of the Sigma Department of
the Murray Woman's Club have started
a Pre-School Visual.Screening Project
in cooperation with the Calloway
County Health Department and with
the approval of the Calloway County
Medical Society.

20 Year*s Ago
Kentucky
y. A. B. Chandler has
announced tlKt -each of Kentucky's five
state supported colleges had been allocated $250,000 in state funds toward
its building fund. Murray State is one of
the five colleges.
Donald Buxton and Beale Canon,
seniors at Murray High School, have
been commended by the NationalMerit
Scholarship
Corporation
for
distinguished performance in its
nationwide search for students of
unusual ability.
Deaths reported include Tellus D.
Moore, age 72.
Army Pvt. Hugh Thomas Carroll
recently was named "Soldier- of the
Week" for the 922nd Area Service
Unit's Headquarters Company at Camp
Leroy Johnson, La.
Joe Tom Erwin of Murray has been
appointed publicity director at Murray

state_Colleg.e,

By GENE McCUTCHEON
Murray Ledger & Times Editor
When the Ford Motor Co.'s Ethel
turned out to be a bomb in the
marketplace, the company swallowed
its pride and made it a museum piece.
James Conlon, director of the federal
Bureau of Engraving and Printing,
doesn't want to admit that the $2 bill
may be the Ethel of our currency.
The bureau printed 415 million of
them but,has been able tO get 014.222
million in circulation. Conlon now
wants to hire an advertising agency —
for $300,000 — to conduct a publicity
campaign on their behalf. That sounds
like throwing good money after bad,
even if the government figures it could
save $7 million in printing costs if $2
bills would replace $1 bills now in use.
We doubt if Madison Avenue could
convince us that switching to new,
improved money would give us a whiter
wash or fewer cavities. Of course, if our
favorite athlete or actress held up a $2
bill and explained how it would buy
more than two $1 bills, that would be
different.
0+0
- Do you know what the number-one
reported communicable disease in the
nation is? According to the Health
Insurance Institute, its gonorrhea.
Gonorrhea is four times as prevalent
as chickenpox, the • second most
reported communicable disease, the
institute says, and syphilis is a distant
third.
According to government figures —
taking into • consideration underreported and undetected cases — about

2.7 million cases of gonorrhea occur
each year.
It is also estimated that 81,000 new.
cases of infectious syphilis occur each
year and that about 450,000 persons are
in need of treatment for syphilis at the
present time.
If our government can see it's way
clear to spend all that money on flu
shots, we wonder why we can't come up
With a mass innoculatiori program to
combat veneral disease. With VD
holding two of the top three spots in the
communicable disease race, it seems
only logical.
0+0
The Jazz-Rock Ensemble and
Madrigal Singers of McGavock High
School in Nashville will present a
concernt-clinic at Murray State
University tonight beginning at 7 p. m.
in the Student Center Auditorium.
We understand the groups, organized
in 1971, put on quite a show, which
should prove to be very entertaining.
0+0
When magistrates arrived at
Bradford, England's, No. 1 court, according to--a report in the Yorkshire
Post, they were faced with an embarrassing problem. The door leading
from the cells to the dock was jammed
and no one could open it.
The police tried and an engineer tried
and still the lock would not turn.
Eventually a 45-year-old defendant
on a drunk and disorderly charge came
to the rescue. He kickga the door open
----and the court,started its proceMings
ten minutes late.

Congress Questioning
High Price Of Coffee
WASHINGTON (AP) — Congress
wants to know what a lot of outraged
consumers are asking: Why is the
average American spending three
times as much for his 800 cups of coffee
a year as in 1975?
Two House subcommittees opentwo
days of joint hearings today into
whether the answer lies in market
manipulation
by coffee-producing
countries. If so, they want to know what
the U.S. government can do about it
The subcommittees will hear from
representatives of consumer groups
and government agencies as well as
coffee producers, importers and
retailers.
"The American consumer has a right
ttr- be alarrned, not only over the
skyrocketing costs of coffee but over
the federal government's apparent
inability to explain the increases and
formulate a plan to combat and
minimize any such future price increases," said Rep. Benjamin S.
Rosenthal, D-N.Y.
Rosenthal and Rep. Fred Richmond,
D-N.Y., who will chair the joint
hearings, have promised that, "The
entire flow of coffee, from the tropics to
the kitchen, will be thoroughly
examined."
Retail coffee prices have increased
from an average Of $1.23 per pound in
1974 to over $3 and some experts say the
price may reach $5.
Last year, according to government
statistics, the cost of food purchased in
grocery stores declined for the first
time in 15 years. But retail coffee prices
rose by 57.9 per cent.
Faced with this rapid increase,some
consumer groups have called for
boycotts to lessen demand and bring
prices down. Some grocery chains and
restaurants also have suggested that

consumers substitute Lea or another
beverage for coffee.
Consumer groups have expressed
suspicions that coffee traders are
withholding supplies from the
American market to drive prices up
and make-exorbitant profits.
Brazil and Colombia, the largest
coffee-prodpcing countries, deny these
charges. They say prices are high
because a 1975 Brazilian frost and other
factors have caused short supplies.

Funny
Funny World
BUSINESS AND FINANCE
One of the most providential moves
made by Henry Ford in establishing the
supremacy of his company was to hire
Barney Oldfield to drive a Ford car in
an early auto raceOldfield's speed, a
sensational 60 miles an hour, generated
so much publicity that both men
became well known overnight. Years
later, at the giant Ford plant, the two
were reminiscing. The motor magnate
recalled the day of the race. "That was
the beginning for both of us, Barney,"
he mused. "You made me and I made
you." Oldfield, at the window, looked
out over the complex of buildings and
forges that extended as far as the eye
could see, and answered softly: "You
must admit, Henry, I did a better job."
Japanese and German companies
plan factories in the United States. It's
nice of these industrialized nations to
I take an interest in us emerging ones.
(Senator Soaper)

Let's Stay Well

Bloody Urine A Danger Signal
By FJ L Blavarne,
be the result of inflammation -• Q. Mr. KR writes that he
arid inflamed prostate. perhaps
thinks he has passed blood in his
X-rays (urogramsi may have to
urine on at least two occasions. It
be taken, and a lighTeitiBATIThas been clear most of the time.
ment icystoscopei may have to
and he has had no pain or other
be inserted Into your bladder for
symptoms. He wants to know if
a direct view.
he should see his doctor
A: While you are not sire that
Don't try "home" remedies.
the change in color of your wine
and don't wait to see if the
was caused by blood, you should
_bloody urine will return You
asaune that it was until you
could be losing valuable time if
have determined otherwise by
you put off checking with your
an examination of one or several
doctor samples of your thine by a physician- He will want to investigate
Persistent ('allus on Heel
your urinary tract to determine
3,01r NH. is annoyed by a
the source of the blood, if any is
recurrent callus on one of his
found in your urine specimen
heels and asks how he can get
Early diagnosis is important..
rid of it
especially in the ca.* of WITTOrS
A: A callus .,n one heel is an
or cancers of the,urinary system
Unusual' complaint. and apOf course, the bloody urine may
'
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D

propriate treatment is not pos.iusually given %kith vood results.
hie without knowing the cause
Transplant Kidneys
A callus results from friction
From Older Persons
at the site If the rubbing is from
the outside. rsuch as an im447 'Mrs .\L asks v,(tether
properly fitting shoe, a proper fit
older persins should consider
should relieve the trouble If the
giving away their kicfnovs
death
presaire is from the inside of the
foot, such as an ahpormal
A: Donor 'Kidneys continue to
be in short supply for many pergrowth of bone, the bony promisons who could benefit from a
nence can be t olected against
friction or removed surgically
transplant of a "horreuedThe thickening of your skin
kidney „
may be due to some other local
Many older persons. including
some who are quite elderly. have
disease in the skin. such as a
plantar wart or a fungus infecremarkably healthy kidneys tht
tion. Relief of local pressure will
can be a source for transplants.
not cure a disease of the skin If
This matter should he disyour symptoms persist, you
cussed wait One's attorney and
should see a physician to deterphysician. and other older 'folkds
mine the dtatmosis with certain- 'should he encouraged In do sn
ty . Then: proper treatment -can'
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Calloway Girls 11-8
After Whipping Fulton
•

Stephanie Wyatt was the
The Calloway County High
Sehtwol girls' basketball team only Laker to reach twin
recorded its Ilth win of the figures. She hit for 11 points on
season by taking a 42-32 the evening.
In the rebound department,
victory over Fulton City in
Jeffrey Gymnasium Monday Felicia Pinner pulled off 19
while Wyatt had 11 and Susie
afternoon,
In the first period, it ap- Imes had seven. '
In the preliminary contest,
peared the Lakers were in for
an easy game as they raced to the Laker freshmen ended
a 13-4 lead. But Calloway their season on a winning note
could manage only six points by whipping Fulton City 53-46.
Calloway trailed throughout
in the second frame while
the game, down 29-20 at
Fulton City hit for 10.
At intermission, the Lakers halftime. Going into the last
quarter, the Lakers trailed 37led 19-14.
Then in the third period, 34.
But Calloway roared back in
Calloway scored only seven
points and the Bulldogs put 10 the final frame to outscore the
more on the board. Entering
Mohr..(nor
the last eight-minute stanza,
11 18 8 9-46
City
the Lakers held only a 26-24 Fulton
10 10 14 19-53
Calloway Co.
lead.
Fulton (46i-Patton "77 Wade 10. •
In the final period, the Jolley
8, fruddleston 12. Sullivan 2:
their
get
to
able
'
were
Hagan land Vilutesell 1
Lakers
153)-Furr S. Emerson 17.
Calloway
running game going, scoring Paschall 6, Scott
2, Graham 6, Edwards
16 points, which was more 14 and Barnett 3
the
than they had scored in
hrltea Oty
second and third periods
fg ft pf tp
combined.
2 0 4 4
Hutcherson
2 4 6
"It was a really sloppy Dallas
4 0 4 8
Pearson
coach Smith
Laker
game,"
1 0 3 2
-- Wilburn
2 0 5 4
Marianne Davis said.
2 4 4 8
"Wit maybe, this will get it Taylor
13 6 21 32
Totals ,
the
before
system
out of our
Cal•••1
District Tournament," Davis
fg ft P6 tp
added.

GENERAL
MILWAUKEE - Henry
Jordan, a former All-Pro
tackle with the Green Bay
Packers, died of an apparent
heart attack at the age of 42.

.1

Imes .......
.... .
Pirwer.
ft. Overbey
Wyatt
M. McKenzie
Winchester
To ..
Totals

1
3
. 0
2
12

1 3
3 0
7 3
1 2 3
5 3 11
0 2 0
0 0 4
1 0.-S
18 13 42

4 10 10 8-32
13 6 7 10-42

Fulton
Calloway

See Marjorie Major
Travel Consultant

, FM LAMS TRAVEL AOEIIC`f
CAR RENTALS,
FOR
TOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS,
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS. ir-tuirmailk

No Charge by us.
Price same as direct.
For Information and
Travel Literature call

753-GOGO (4646)
Mite Nous, Offic• Maw
711 Mein Street

410N

Bulldogs 19-9 to put the game
away.
The Laker frosh, who were
perhaps dbwn after losing a
one-point decision to Murray
Saturday in the conference
tourney at Mayfield, got 17
points from Gary Emerson
and 14 from Keith Edwards.
Calloway ends its season
with a 7-8 record.
The Laker girls will play
Lone Oak at 6:30 p. m.
Thursday in the MSU Sports
Arena in the first game of a
twinbill. The nightcap will
feature top-ranked Paducah
Tilghman against fourthranked Murray High.

Tiger Rosh
Eliminated
In Tourney
The Murray High freshman'
was
team
basketball
eliminated from conference
tournament play. in Mayfield
Monday afternoon.
The Tigers dropped a 51-42
contest to Heath.
Heath led 11-10 at the end of
the first period and held a 2318 lead at intermission.
In the third quarter, Heath
outscored Murray 13-8 to push
the margin out to 10 points
entering the final period.
Both teams hit the same
number of field goals but
Heath won the game from the
free throw line. The Pirates
hit 19 of 30 from the stripe
while Murray hit on 10 of 18.
Rich Rollins paced the Tiger
scoring with 12 points while
Nick Hibbard added 10.
Murray ends its season with
a 3-5 record.
Heath 11 12 13 15-51
10 8 8 16-42
Murray
Heath 51)( -Wright 1, Amis
.6._ Christian, ICI,___Skinner
Earle 12 and Boyd 3.
Murray (42) - Daniel 6,
Rollins 12, Britt 1, Hibbard 10,
Latto 2, Wells 4, Swift 7 and
Rogers. \

Old Miss Falls Short In Bid
To Spring Upset On Kentucky
)
/ the final half, taking the lead
By The Associated Pry
Mississippi's dream of a for good on a pair of free
by Jack Givens that
major upset only lasted half throws
it
51-50.
_made
the game.
Mike Phillips led the Cats
"I think all 9f a sudden we
20 points and Givens and
with
the
realized we were playing
Rick Robey each had 18 as
No. 2.lam in the nation and
we-Started playing more Kentucky recorded its 12th
straight victory and its 17th
defensive than offensive,"
road triumph
said Coach Bob Weltlich of the eonsecutiva
a
two-season
over
Span. KenRebels. "We wortied about
now has a 21-2 overall
what they were going to do to. tucky
mark. John Billips had th
Second-ranked 'Kentucky points for Ole Miss, 4-11 and
merely erupted from a 44-37 10-14.
-I can't believe we can be a
halftime deficit to handily
.down.the.RehPis Al.-69*WRY major colime basketball team
night and remain only one-half and not be able to plis the ball
game off the Southeastern back and forth," said
Conference basketball lead Weltlich, upset over 14 second
half turnovers. "I've seen
held by No.7 Tennessee.
SEC seventh grade teams pass bettheir
lifted
The Vols
.• .
record to 14-1 with a relatively ter."
It was the 10Qth victory for
easy 76-68 conquest at MisJoe Hall at Kentucky.
Coach
Tengiving
State,
sissippi
FALLING APART-Middle Tennessee absolutely fell apart untwotough
a
of
a
sweep
nessee
to
press.
Here,
tries
trapping
Sleepy
Taylor
The Vols bolted to a 39-25
der Murray State's
get rid of the boll as Each Blasingame (42) and John Randall game road trip that started halftime advantage, but State
over then four- cut it to 39-35 when Tennessee
a
(21) of the Racers defend. A,five-peint play on a technical end with victory
th-ranked Alabama Satprday. went scoreless in the firgt
persoiwal foul was the key for Middle's win.
Alabama, which dropped to minutes of the second half.
Staff Photos by Mite Breeden)
eighth in this week's
Substitute Terry Crosby
Associated Press basketball broke the drought and Ernie
poll, also trailed at halftime, Grunfeld quickly added eight
but rallied for a 78-68 triumph points as the Vols surged to
over Georgia.
their biggest lead of the game
Louisiana State got 76 points at 61-45 in recording their 20th
from a quartet of freshmen to victory in 24 games.
crush Vanderbilt 95-74 and-AuGrunfeld led the scoring
firstplace ballots and 1,036 burn stepped outside the conBy The Associated Press
.24 points, Bernard King
with
When Eddie Sutton arrived points in voting by a national ference to bounce Jackson- added 15, Reggie Johnson 13
of
panel
and
writers
sports
ville 80-66. It was the final
in 1974, Arkansas basketball
regular season game against
teams had seven losing broadcasters.
Meanwhile. Kentucky, 20-2, nonleague opposition and left
seasons in the previous nine
the other two first- the SEC with a 68-12 record
received
inferiority
terrible
a
and
years
place
votes
and a total of 844 against outsiders, a .782 percomplex.
points and retained the No. 2 centage. Florida had an open
But that trend has changed
date.
quickly, thanks to one person ranking.
But thtiremainder of the top
Only the three teams ranked
-Eddie Sutton.
10
a
underwent big shuffle.
in the nation's Top Ten retain
In Sutton's first season as
coach, Arkansas finished with
Michigan, with victories a mathmatical shot at the
a 17-9 record and runner-up over Iowa and, Minnesota, title. Kentucky has a 13-1 SEC
behind Houston in the South- moved up to the No. 3 spot mark and Alabama is 11-3.
Alabama visits Kentucky
west Conference. The second vacated by UCLA. The Bruins
year the record improved to fell to No. 5 Ater being upset this Saturday and Kentucky
goes to Tennessee on March 5
19-9.
by Oregon.
for the game that is looming
And this season, how does
CHACALL BASKIN, NO AULT,
Nevada-Las yegas„acq,uired as the league's championship
„,No.6 in the nation sound?
DALIMIl_R. MATISSE. PICASSO
Well, that is where Ar- the No. 4 spot-With- impressive match.
AND MANY OTHERS.
-carr
Amen
-14-2Pdil
a
bb surged to
Ole
kansas raTiks in the latest sictones over
lead over Kentucky at the
Associated Press poll, behind 135-106 and Portland 112-96.
Tennessee upset Alabama start and held on for the sevenSan Francisco, 27-0, which
maintained its hold on the No. 9'2-89 last week and took over point halftime bulge. But Kentucky quickly took charge in
1 position, receiving 50 of 52 vie No. 7 position.

and Crosby 10. Ray White had
23 for the Bulldogs, now 5-9
and 13-10.
State Coach Kermit Davis
was upset with the officiating
after his team was charged
with three technical fouls in
the second half.
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Arkansas Up To Sixth
In College Cage Poll

116 NORTH 7Th
MAYFIELD
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graphics
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Warm Slate University
Merrily
Clore M. Eagle Tine Arts Geller,
(New IA. Bldg.)
Wednesday, Merck 73, 1977
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FERDINAND ROTEN GALLERIES 1

Calculator
Prices Good thru Feb. 27

Pretty Power

Clear
Pyrex
Bakeware

HAIR DRYER
NOW

29.95
VALUE
SAVE
20.01

WEST BEND AO COOKER PLUS

4

'

fli

,1

Lb

1. 1.

Say-Rite's Low
Discount Price

Carry Case, Batteries and AC Adaptor Included

40% Csff
- cooks all day while the cook's away"
'

Model 5276 was 50.95
SAVE 28.07
hOW

Model 5225 was'37.95
SAVE 21.07

J. • 1 _!

• cd
I E L7.1
Ex L21
Iza.1.21.1-j

e% Function for Immediate Results,
Calculation of Margins,
Mark-Ups, Discounts, Etc.
True Memory Selectively Stores
and Accumulates
Reg. 49.88
In Separate Register.

ROASTS • STEWS • SOUPS • HAM • POULTRY •
CHILI • FISH • FRUIT • VEGETABLES •
CAKES • GOURMET DELIGHTS

16"
'

BRAND

Model 03104 Reg. 18.88- Now $1 288

MODEL 3350

NOW

------

;4.
4
-

•

Model *3154 Reg.
Model #3350 Reg.
Model #3150 Reg.

Norelco COFFEE MAKER
Model
H135140 was 42.95
Save 20.07

is

Now $22"

No. 5150 was 48.95
Save 22.07

Your Choice

'2688

Now

NUW INIORELCO
DIAL-A BREW DRIP
FILTER COITIEM MAIIC131

* FOR EASIEST WASHING.

••••••••••••••••

• 12 extra better cups of
coffee-doubles the capacity of the NOrelco 12
automatiedria filler.coffee maker.

Only Norelco has DIal-a-13row

* CONVENIENT SERVING
* DISHWASHER SAFE •
* OVENPROOF

DELUXE- SLOW GOOKER/SERyER
with removable stoneware
MODEL 3154
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Austin Peay Clinches Crown
With Win At Bowling Green

By The Associated Press
Taernors overpowered
Things couldn't be much Western Kentucky in the first
better for Austin Peay. The four minutes of the second half
Governors clinched the Ohio to take a 45-36 lead. Garner
Valley Conference basketball had five of these Paints and
championship Monday night, Howard four.
and they will host the OVC
After Austin Peay's spurt,
tournament March 4-5 at the Hilltoppers could come no
home in Clarksville, Tenn.
closer than eight points. The
Ralph Garner's 23 points Governors eventually stretand Otis Howarcils 18 ched their lead to 85-41 with
triggered a 73-59 Austin Peay 6:35 left.
victory over Western KenAaron Bryant of Western
tucky. The Governors are now Kentucky led all scorers with
12-1 in the OVC and 22-3 for the 22 points.
season, while Western slipped
to 5-8 in the conference and 9- Sophomore Herbie Stamper
led Morehead State with 35
16 overall.
points in the victory, over
OVC
games
In other
Monday night, Middle Ten- Tennessee Tech. Morehead
nessee State defeated Murray used an 18-4 scoring spurt
State 74-70, Morehead State during the final six minutes of
downed Tennessee Tech 90-78 play to erase a 74-72 Tech lead.
and Eastern-Kentucky nipped_ Fourteen of those 18 points
came at the free throw line.
East Tennessee State 66-65.
Austin Peay will meet Tech was led in scoring by
fourth place Morehead State Bobby Porter and Randy
in the tournament, while Hampton with 21 points each.
Morehead upped its record
Middle Tennessee and Murray
will do battle in the other to 8-5 in the OVC and 13-9
overall, while Tech dropped to
game.
Leading by only 34-32 at 7-18 and 1-12.
Bill Dwane of Eastern
halftime Monday night, the

SAVE 50%

Kentucky blocked a lastsecond desperation shot to
give the Colonels their
triumph over East Tennessee.
The Colonels are now 8-15
overall and 3-10 in the conference. The loss dropped
ETSU to 11-14 overall and 5-8
in the OVC.
Mike Elliott led Eastern
with 23 points, followed by
Dave Bootcheck with 19.East
Tennessee was paced by Scott
Place and Atlee Hanunaker
with 13 apiece.
TENNIS
SAN JOSE._ Calif. — Jiri
Hrebec of Czechoslovakia
upset eighth-seeded Sandy
Mayer of Palo Alto, Calif. 3-6,
6-4, 7-5 and won the $50,000 San
Jose Grand Prix tournament.
PALM SPRINGS, Calif. —
Rod Laver of Australia
defeated Haroon Rahim of
Pakistan 6-3, 6-2 and Harold
Solomon, Silver Spring, Md.,
topped Andrew Pattison of
Rhodesia 6-1, 6-0 in the first
round of a $250,000 tournament.

Ill

hi
HI

Ill

III

ACADEMY JOB—Danny Jarrett took a pass end went up for.slam dunk. But he was called for
a charge on the play as Bob Martin (52) of Middle gave on academy award performance. What,
exactly, was Jarrett supposed to do, hang in the air all night?

IIISCOM DUG CEITERS

III

Store Hours 9-9 Daily 1-6 Sundays

!!!

Ill
Ill

(Stuff notes by Me &India)

Tiger Girls 11-3 On
Season, Romp Vikings
Playing one of their best
games of the season, the host
Murray High girls rolled to an
impressive 65-50 win Monday
afternoon over Paducah St.
Mary.

Bowling
Standings
Magic In
- Bowling League
L
W
Team
32
48
Beauty Box
34
,, 46
Dennison-Hunt
31
46
Bank of Murray
36
44
Corvette Lanes .. .
38
42
Johnson's Gro.
384
1
41,
Peoples Bank
39
41
Jerry's Restaurant
404 394
Murray Insurance
42
38
Hospital Pharmacy
374 424
Murray Theaters
43
37
Paradise Kennels
364 434
Shirley's
47
33
Murray Calloway Hosp.
39 51
Dixie Cream Donuts
High Team Game )SC)
Beauty Box...... . .. . ....... . 833
779
Johnson's Gro.
762
Murray Theaters
High Team Game , HC I
'
1057
Beauty Box
1041
Bank of Murray
1037
Jolvison's Gro
High Team Series i SC,
2209
Beauty Box
2190
Murray Theaters
3576
Dennison-Hint
High Team §eries(HC)
2955
Murray Theaters '
2641
Beauty Box
292:2
Deruuson Hint
High Ind Game(SC)
191
Wanda Brown
190
Betty Robertson
185
Linda Hodge
185
Mildred Hodge
High hid Game r HC1
245
Linda Hodge
.... . .. 244
Betty Robertson
Judy Paschall ............. 334
High Ind. Series )SC1
... 525
Connie Jones . ..
510
Wanda Brown •
465
Jeanette liilhams
High Ind. Series 1HCI
660
Connie Janes
639
Kay Warren
631
.
Betty Robertson
High Averages
164
Wanda Brown
162
Marge Hinman
161
.. .
Ethelene McCallon . .
154
Nancy Weber
151
Elaine Pittenger
148
Mildred Hodge
144
.
Parrish
Betty
144
Connie Jones '
. 144
Jeanette Williams .
. 143.
-t-11arv7nvett
. 143
Barbara Hendon .
143
Betty Dixon

21:'M

8 oz

Life
Health
Home
Car
Farm
Business
GET THE SHED
Ronnie Ross
210 E. Main •

753-0489
-Phone-

NEW ORLEANS (AP) —
Dick Nolan, head coach of the
San Francisco,49ers for eight
years before being fired last
season,has joined the New Orleans Saints as linebacker
coach.
Nolan had a 54-53-5 record
with the 49ers. His teams won
National Football Conference
West Division championships
for three consecutive years,
1970-72. He •was the NFC
Coach of the Year in the 1970
season and handled the NFC
squad in the- W71-72 Pro Bawl

576
510
503

Dale Phillips
Toby Aller
Iloyd Vick!

e Women
496
Kathy Zea
1
172
NancyTgdd
392
Peggy Pints .,0
igh lad Senes)HC i .
Men
.. 687
Dale Phillips
513
James Holland
•-570
Uoyd Todd
Women
Kathy Zea
577
Nancy Todd
556
Marsha Horton
566
Rhonda Smith
High Averages
Men
173
Toby Aller
164
Lloyd todd
113
Ronnie Hutson
154
Joe Orlando
153
Kenneth Perry
Dale Phillips
150
e
When
Kathylea,
Haficy rodd
Ude

$1.89 Value
Soy-Rite's Low Price
$2.29 Value
Say-Rite's Low Price
12 oz

Save 85'

Pork
Free
A/woys

Use Your
Bonk Cord
Open Doily
10 to

Why Pay
More?
Compare and
Save

Listerex noc
Scrub Herbal 77

994

OXY 5
Acne Medication
$2.49 Value

Save 90'

CPIE.frarl

•OHlar Good Whit* Limited
Supply Lost
•Yel/ow Gold Only

$1.41 Value
Save 42`

Say-Rite's
Low Price

sl"

$148
Safe $1.09

o.
P HI
GUARD

Soft & Dri
Anti-Perspirant
with Free
Daisy Razor
on Pak
5 oz.
$1.55 Value

Say-Rite's
Low Price

994

Right Guard
Anti-Perspirant
with Free
Good News Razor
Attached
5 oz
$1.55 Value

Say-Rite's
Low Price

994

Save 56'

Save 56'

Right Guard
Deodorant
13 or.
$3.04 Value
Say-Rite's
Low Price

$188
Save $1

16

listermint

Contac Jr.

18' Off
18 oz $2.05 Vlue

Children's Cold Medicine

Say-Rite's
Low
Price

Say-Rite's
Low Price

994
Save S116

/116111•.111••••••••

r- •

'Illustration Enlarged To Show Dreads

4 oz

Skin Care Cream

Five players placed in the second game of a twinbfil
double figures for the Tiger at Murray State.
The first contest, which will
girls, who are now 10-3 on the
begin at 6:30 p.m., will feature
season.
Murray led 12-10 at the end Calloway Counts and Lone
of the first period and 27-25 at Oak. In an early-season
halftime.
meeting, Lone Oak took a 74-71
Senior guard Nancy Rucks win over the Lakers.
of the Vikings had 11 points at
St. Mary
intermission.
fg ft a
.-- tP
"She is an outstanding Rucks
5 5 3-15
5 6 3 16
shooter so we decided to Weglecki
1 0 1 2
Galvin
switch our defense somewhat Tackett .
4 1 3 12
2 1 2 5
In the second half," Tiger Joseph
:,
17 16 12 50
Totals
coach Jane Fitch said.
Harm ISMI
"We played a box-in-one on
tg ft
113
her and she got only four more Boone
5 14
5
5
3 10
points in the game," Fitch Litleton
0 10
Bumphis
3
added.
7
Farrell
1 14
5
2 11
The third frame ended with Washer...
0
2 0
Russell
Murray ahead by only one Simmons
1 2
1
3 4
point at 46-45 then the Tigers Miller. ...
Williams
. 0
1 0
exploded in the'last frame to Totals
18 65
39
10 15 20 5-50
coast home with the 15-point St. Mary
Murray
12 15 19 19-65
win.
Tammy Boone and Marlene
Farrell each scored 14 points
• Bowling
the
for
Tigers , while
Standings
sophomore guard Jaina
Sunday Couples
Washer had 11. Seniors Denise
Bowling League
Bumphis and Mary Ann Team
L
W
25
51
Littleton tossed in 10 points Fearless Foursome
45. 31
Born Losers
apiece.
34
42
Misfits
37
39
Murray High outrebounded Selcloms
38
38
Monlues
St. Mary 28-18 with Boone Funky
39
37
Horny Toads
45
.... 31
grabbing off 10 and Bumphis Untouchables
59
21
Truckers
eight.
High Team Game I SC
759
"I'm so pleased with our Seldorns
646
Fearless Foursome
balanced scoring," Fitch said. Seldorns
635
High Team Game 1 HC)
"We had a total team effort
906
and everyone worked Well Seldoms
794
Fearless Foursome.
777
timers
Born
together. Littleton had one of
High Team Series(SC)
her best games of the year as Seldoms
2019
1643
did Farrell. Bumphis hurt her Fearless Foursome
1660
•
Born Losers
knee and was in and out
High Team Series HC
2460
during the game. Also, Seldorits
22157
....
Fearless Foursome._
Washer had a fine night and Funky
2192
Monkies
High Ind. Game I SCI
was hot from outside," Fitch
Men
added.
216
Dale Phillips
196
Murray, which usually does Toby Aller .
.
Dale-Ph44as
not put that many points nil
Women
177
.
the board, tried to run for Kathy Zea
Nancy:Todd
most of the garhe.
164
Kathy Zea
"I think the running game
High Ind Game( NC)
Men
really has helpeckus," Fitch Dale Phillips
253
added.
214
Joe Orlando
.... 214
The Tigers will have to have Toby:. Aller
Women
on their running shoes Peggy Putts
/17
214
Becky Phillips
Thursday. They will play Kathy
2011
Zea
rugged Paducah Tilghman in
High Ind. Series o SC1

Joins Staff

Eli

--oak.

•

Let
I Ye
limb

Ea,
coa
sail
stx-

Rose Milk

Men

For,Your

Ill

A Blazing Diamond SoLUare
Set In A Timeless Square illusion
Mounting Compare anywhere at
$200

•
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By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor

left and lost 71-7O to Murray
State.
Earle went back to Murfreesboro and spread the
word. He let it be known that
Middle was out for vengeance.
Middle got their vengeance
MurMonday night in
freesboro. They got it with a
74-70 win over Murray State, a

r hove •Imo 14141 Is my_ tor limos b•••
1
hob alma ser 11••• MO ram it..,•• •
••••• lark. kr••••••11

That was what Jimmy
Earle, the head basketball
coach at Middle Tennessee,
said the night his team blew a
six-point lead with 36 seconds

00 00 0 0 005 00000 -013011051181511-5-111T0 0 5 5 50III.

Blueberry
Patch

•

Di‘ieland Shopping Center

Closing_
Our
Business
save
UP To 70%

Sale Now In Progress

. •

8 Tami

Sweaters &
Slacks

Male
Landlubber
Rose Hip
Liberty
Wild Oats

20%

$6®

Men's
Sleeveless

•

Sweaters
Reg $1000
•

$150
11 • •

on

Scarves
)
Coats
Gowns
For Guys 8 Gals
Reg $8000
Sleepwear

$48"

1/3 OFF

X-Truvert
Joshua Tree

All Reduced
3
1/

•

.

— Store Area Available
For Lease —
Li

-joy of their rediletk,_
mannered fans whose obnoxious vocabulary consisted
entirely of the word "turkey"
.preceeded by choice, fourletter obscenities.
The fans weren't the only
other ill-mannered people
around. One of the Middle
Tennessee players shouted
obscenities to a female

opooeci0000pe0000seeecioacioocitietioo

in the first half. One bright spot for Murray
was the play of Jackson, a
former star at Murray High.
Lehi _goal
He ha_
attempt ofthe game, drew two
charging fouls and had three
assists during his 10-minute
stint of action.
"tie emptied his whole heart
out in the second half. He just
played until he gave out.- He
had, a super, super defensive
effiirt," Overton said of
Jackson's game.

ticularly with our press."
Murray raced to an early 12-4 lead.
Middle tied it at 13 apiece
with 12.44 left in the first half.
From that point on,there were
eight ties before the Racers
.inanaled.to grab .a 3342 lead
at intermission.
With the game tied at 37
apiece, Middle went on a 144
scoring splurge and,with 11:48
left, held a 51-41 lead.
But Zech Blasingame hit a
layup then Martin went down
and missed a dunk shot. The
Racers got the ball on the
break and junior guard Glenn
Jackson hit a short jumper
and if was a six-point Middle
lead.
Woolard came up with a
steal and scored on a dunk
then Blasingame again hit
from irtide and Middle led
only 51-49. From that point on,
it was anyone's game until the
five-point play set the stage
for. things to come.
Martin, a 6-7 junior, hit for
29. points to lead the Middle
Tennessee scoring attack. For
Murray, Mike Muff, who had
been suffering from the flu, hit
for 21 while- Woolard„Maying
one of his better games in the
past few weeks, hit for 14.
Blasingame added 12 while
Jimmy Warren hit for 10.
Murray had 22 turnovers
while Middle had 20. Fourteen
of the Racer floor errors came

Wilson
Blasingame
Randall
Woolard
Warren
Muff

AMARILLO, Tex. (AP) —
Pre-trial hearings began
today for Pittsburgh Steelers
Ernie
tackle
defensive
Holmes, who faces a possible
prison term of two to 20 years
and a fine up to $10,000 on a
charge of possession of a controlled substance(cocaine).
Holmes was arrested at an
Amarillo motel in January,
1976, and indicted by a potter
County grand jury a mdnth
later. Holmes was attending a
wedding reception at the
motel when he was arrested
by intelligence officers of the
Amarillo Police Department.
The charge is a second degree felony in Texat.

Trolley Car

j.

Woolard fired up one from
15 feet and -on-the—rebound.
Murray was called for -a foul.
That was the game Ss Middle
in two free throws and
Went up by five, much to the

Jarrett
Jr. ksort,
Totals

fg-tga ft-Ita rb pf
2-6 0-33 3 2
64 04 3 4
1-2 15 6 .1
7-11 0-1 4-•I
5-9 OA 11 3
8-13 5-7 4 2
1-1 0-0
2
1
1-1 0-0
31-51 8-13 a 211

tp
4
12
5
14

-4
With the loss. Murray falls
to 17-8 overall and 94 in the
league. Middle is 18-7 overall
and 9-4 in the league and tied
for second with Murray.
The Racers must win at
home Saturday against Austin.
Pear, to avoid playing the
Governors op their homecourt
in the first round of the OVC
Tournament.
If Murray wins Saturday
over The Peay, then the
Racers would get a chance to
meet Middle again.

.,!
_7,..9ht
- Or
n

George Washington's
Birthday, we certainly do

not belittle the special sales
and fun events that have become part of this observance ... but let's not overlook the serious aspect either. You must agree
George Washington .didn't become the
father of our country with apathy. He
became involved. In fact, many believe
the phrase, "Let George do it," is a derivative of all this great man did to establish this as an Independent Nation and
our Freedom. It's got to be time
now for more Americans to become involved in our country's course of pro—

gain

wess: Toe many of .us' still believe in,
"Let George do it." It's time to get up
off our APATHY and realize George has
already clone it. Now it's our turn. We
might not wake up some morning to find
a catch-phrase of today has come true:
NOTICE. Dtte to thelack of interest tomorrow will be cancelled!

111

21

KA& i..n

Joyner
Coleman
Martin
Mack
Brown
Taylor
Burrell
Totals
Murritt
Middle

fg-fga ft-Ito rb
7-10'0-1 :t
0-0 1
0-1
5-14 11-13 6
2-2 2
.3-9
3-3 3
3-7
4-5 3
• 4-9
2-2 1
0-0
26-50 22-A 25
13
2

pt
1

:4

2 2,
it
2. 4
2 12
3 2
18 ;4
32 ;0
4.'

ligaY/
/ I)

I,ES/13AN K
m

f, KY.
it it AY
FDIC

"21 Shrimp for $2.69
That's super!"

Hearings Begin -

•

All
Sales
Final

Joyner scored from under to
-make It'a tIk•fe-point lead.

Tennessee 76, Mississippi St
68
Tennessee St 67. Knox Col 61
W Virginia 107. Cleveland
State 69
MIDWEST
Cincinnati 79, Buffalo State 60
Indiana St '77. St. Louts •72
Marquette 73, Wisconsin 58
S Illinois 72, Evansville 60
SOUTHWEST
McNeese St 55 Arkansas St 50
St. Mary's, Tex. 82, St. Edward's 55 Tex-Arlington 92. Louisiana
Tech 90, OT
•
FAR WEST
Colorado St 75. Utah St 67
Seattle Pacific 75, Idaho 74

Max)
Denim

NOW

said.
"I thought we showed some
real -defensive strength, par-

ao

v

NOW

seconds left when off the fourcorner offsnse, 6,,-7 Greg

Pittsburgh 76, Indiana. Pa 59
. Rhode_ Island 61.. N Hampshire 60
St. Bonaventure 98, Siena 76
St. John's, N.Y 92, Howard 69
SOUTH
Alabama 78, Georgia 68
Auburn 8d, Jacksonville 66
Citadel 79, Madison 72
.DePaul 93, Marshall 74
,furman 88. S Carolina 80
Kentucky 81, Mississippi 69
lienttteity---St-86-4• -Itneolm
85
ISU 95, Vanderbilt 74
Old Dominion 82, William 84
Mary -68
S Carolina St 116. Baptist, SC

.

for Guys $ Gals

Murray State cheerleader and
another player tried to pick a
fight with Grover Woolard.•
Murray State played as well
as they possibly could have
-Played. The Racer defense
was super aggressive and at
times, had Middle completely'
•
bottled up on offense.
From the field. Murray won
by 10 points and hit on a .608
clip for the game. But from
the free throw line, Middle
won 22-8.
"There's no question about
it, the five-point play was a big
factor in the game," Oyerton

81

S.

Jeans &
Jumpsuits
Vested Suits

Then with 2:26 left, Martin
missed a layup and the Racers
came down and scored, as
Muff put up a 15-footer to
make it 6645, with 2:14
remaining in the game.
Sleepy Taylor hit two free
throws with 1:49 left to make it
68-65 then with 1:31 left, Muff
had a shut blocked by Martin
and Middle took over.
But with 1:16 left, Jimmy
.Warreu.came up with a steal
and fedi to Grover Woolard
who hit %us second slam _dunk
of the game and it was 68-67.
Middle wrapped it up with 31

Monday's College
Basketball Results
By The Associated Press
EAST
Army 74, Colgate 56 .
Buffalo 78, Canisius 77
Niagara 85, St Francis, Pa

Reg. to 512.50

All Now

they called three technicals on
us," Muff said.
Middle's Bob Mart hit the
two personal foul free throws
then Lewis Mack hit the
technical free throw and the
Raiders led 62-.59.
Six seconds later, Martin hit
a short turn-around. Eight
seconds after that, Grover
Woolard was fouled and
missed the front side of the
bonus. Then with 3:10 left in
the game, Martin hit two more
free throws after being fouled
and Middle led 66-59.
Muff put up a short jumper
and it was a five-point lead.
Then, like the popular movie,
there came "The Omen."
The -Ricers—Threw oh a
vicious fullcourt press.
Middle could not get the ballinbounds. After the official
had already counted to four,
the - Raiders screamed for a
timeout and they got it. The
play siiouldllaVe been illegal:
Racer coati Fred, Overton
jumped from his chair to
protest, the official laughed in
Overton's face.
"Absolutely ridiculous,"
Overton said of the call.
Randall stole the ball off the
press and was fouled with 2:43
left. He hit both free throws
and Middle led only 66-63.

College Cage
Results

Shirts

Price

•4

team that didn't have a prayer
because God; Himself, woul4
have been Afraid to walk into
Murphy Center.
Three technical fouls, one of
which resulted in a five-point
_play, were the deathblow for
the Racers.
"I don't see how the fivepoint play was the turning
point in the game," Earle said
as he walked off the court.
don't think there was any
one particular turning point in
this game.It was just a matter
of who had the ball and who
got the breaks at the end,"
Earle added.
Breaks? John Randall came up with
a—stial and firedthe 'hall to
Jimmy Warren who hit on the
break and with 3:37 left in the
game,the score was tied at 59
apiece.
Then catme the fun, for
Middle.
With 3:25 left in the contest,
Mike Muff was called for a
personal and a technical foul
under the Middle basket.
"All I said was 'Ohh, man,"
Muff said.
"I say 'man' all the time.
Their players were cussing on
the floor all night long. Once
the official even warned them
not to do it anymore or he'd
call a technical. We didn't
even use any swear words and

Men's
Long & Short
Sleeve
Milwaukee
Knit

•

Cecrly

i s Midd
i le Vict
Play Give
ry
Vctoory

i

SECOND SLAM—Grover Woolard goes in for one of his two
slam dunks against Middle Tennessee Monday night. Woolard,
playing one of his better games in recent weeks, hit seven of
11 from the field and finished with 14 points.

SUPER
SHRIMP SALE

INCOME TAX PREPARATION
By Appointment Only-No Waiting

$S Discount To Students And Senior Citizens
Letter of Commendation
. Frankfort, Kentucky
November 17, 1976
' Mr. John Pasco
Murray, Kentucky 42071
•

,
Dear John:
Greetings from the Block office in Frankfort. All of„us at the school have missed you this fall, and I am sure we will miss you during the up-coming tax season. Here's
. ..
hoping you are enjoying your retirement.
'
Your association with us was one that will not be forgotten. We appreciate your long

You get a giant helping of 21 golden fried shnmp,
a hearty serving of french fries, a dish of our savory
all for lust $2.69.
slaw, and hot dinner roll and butter
we've got - .
Jerry's
At
seafood
super
that's
Now
that plus other delicious.seafood dinner§ such as Ocean
Whitefish, and our Seafood Platter (shrimp, oysters.
scallops and fillet), Fish Sandwich Plate, and Tuna
Salad Sandwich And on Friday night, choose from our
1
big Fish Fry Menu
why
See
Sale
Shr\mp
S9 come on in, to our.Super
seafood Is super at Jerry's

sincere service very much.
According to our-records you were employed by H & R Block for six years, as a con- .
1971
sultant as well as in charge of the night-time office. That was fom January
i+
1
.
through April 15, 1976.
1972, .
You completed five H & R BLOCK Basic Income Tax courses in 1970. 1971,
\ .
one H& R BLOCK Advance Income Tax course in 1975.\
'1973,1974, and'
tilways be
\will
You
us.
see
and
by
stop
do
Frankfort,
in
ever
are
you
if
John,
1
.
.0.
'
'
. welcome,and we can use '151ir services anytime you might be free.
Sincerely yOurs,
'
G. Edwin Naecker, H& R BLOCFranchise Owner 1 •

MP_

Special Tax reak for low income families with children. "If
your total eard income is less than $8.000, you may duality for a
refund check ofç to $400 - even it you owe no income tax. You
tn order to take Advantage of this earned inmull file a ret
come credit."
•••••••••••••••••-•
•
‘,1111••••••••...1•,••••
•••,

•

•

For iifessforial Assistance
Phone 753-5791 For Appointment
John 0. Pasco, 8.5., MS, PE
. _1650 Ryon
. • Avenue
-

SKEETER SKIES—Skeeter Wilson got a slam dunk in the win
over Middle. Wilson has been ,particularly impressive for the,
Racers in the past few games.
-.••••••••••••- •
•747•••••••••

••••,...•1••*NO.:
_

SoOth 12th St.
••••••••--

•
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'

Puzzler
CrosswordDow.4Ac-Res-&

Aotswer 10 Mortaay s Puzzle

BiemIsh
1 Freshets
5 Rabtpt.
2 Buccaneer
9 Hed- wood
3 Number
tree
4 Synth(); tor
12 Ev_eigreer
teflon-um
tree
5 Greet;ng
13 tier ie
ApporViris-;
•
'4 Parem
7 Beam
teacner
8 Pr ;Me,'s
onganlaFOr
measure
tma 1
r.
9 Toward the
F E. St
;eft
_
16 Partner
IC Fur p;eces
17 lnd;gent
b'rd
32 Ven c le
18$ nbOL!(ic
45-Moro on
34 n month
el. toect
ect'
"
3m
16 Sr°
tantalum
raw!
favorable
T torage p;t -17nsl-o,e
19 S
th.;
35 Not capable 48 S,mboi tor
Ira',
ndlon
36 Pale red
19 Cuts
urAerse
ci,sr. yello... 0 PrOnOtrrt
Forest
20
21 Short jacket ,
Jchht
'93.
de
Those
o;er,i''.
1.38
,i, Nal.e
.
23 Man s narhe ,4 A.,., ,_
.54 Man s nary*
tea ted.
25 GO moi.in,d `.", .. • . l ,,,•• ',
,
3
Close'
r
"
,
"
I

.,,..,,

BROTHERS FOREIGN
AUTO SERVICE Invites
you to bring your -7
Volkswagon, Porsche,
or'Audi in for prompt
and 'courteous service.
Located on Industrial
Road. Call 753-0521.

SPECIAL
New Shipment woven
houseplant baskets
all shapes, all sizes

.79 to $9.9

COLOR - PORTRAITSTbring us your'S for extra
copies. Made front-fait
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,,8
110 $2.40. Fast service
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear entrance/

STARKS IIDWE
12th & Poplar
Our 30th Year.

,

,
_ ._ z .4,",,,,,, , r5
1"-a
€Ce
,...s.f
ffl d04
oole0

Inch
dess
13 ;Itieti-fo;Jied
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UNIVERSITY
BARBER SHOP
.ris proud to annumire tISO
DOUGIM is associated with
University Barber Shop along
with DON lliC01141 Fot hair
styling, razor cut, layer cut or
regular hair cut. the!. invite

%k,u to come by

.111

HAIRCUT 41.00, Shave,
8.75, --at Hornbuckle
Barber Shop,209 Walnut
Monday Street.
Thursday 7:30-11:30;
Friday & Saturday 7:303:30. Appointment at
home. Call if needed 7533685.

,
.

No Appointment Necessary
309 N. 16th
753-1953
Plenty of Parking

DO YOU blieve the Holy
*Bible is God's inspired
word? Would you like to
learn more about God's
plan for you? Call 7530984. It is not a recording. This is also our,
business phone.

Check
Yet
Ad

015n. TO iOlA EAR
RE5TAL'RA57

New

Shipment
Mann
JEANS
10% Off

*-\

one
Advert,sers
requested to cherlr the
of ods tor
Th,s
correct•on
first rnserr,On

VpA
,
410 VI

The
Youth Shop

for only
Incorrect insertion

„ responsible

one
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE
LY SO. PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US.PROM, PTLY IN CASE OF AN
ERROR .

WILL THE LADY who hit
the car in the hospital
parking lot, please
Edward
contact
Chadwick, 106 South
12th, 753-6267.
YOUR NEED is our
concern. NEEDL1NE
753-6333.
NOTICE - SPECIAL
drawings every
weekend at Ky. Lake
Maisie Barn. Come join
the fun and be a winner.
For information call 502436-8806.

SPECIAL
THIS WEEK!.

404 S. 411 Street

3. Card Of Thanks
WE WANT to thank all
people everywhere for
stipport, conthe
tributions, and most of
all your prayers that you
have given in our behalf
in the loss of our home
by fire. May the Lord
bless you all. Rev. and
Harold
Mrs.
Smotherman.

EARN MONEY. No investment. Take catalog
orders for Lisa Jewelry.
fail Toll Free ft00.6.311258.

AND YOU'RE
ALSO LAZY
;MPOLITE
SELFrS1-•
CRANK'

Deliver Telephone
Books
Full Or Part Days

WOW! ,
STEREO
NAGGING

Men or Women over 18 with

autornotitles are needed tn
Aurora.
Marra!, and
Delivery starts about March
9th Semi name, address,

E7-C.

age, telenhone number.
type of auto, Insurance

compame •- and

hours

available on a post card to
D.D.A. Corp Box 321 The
Ledger and nines. An

Equal1 Opportunity Employer'

- BEETLE BAILEY
I'VE &L:"T ME
OAR -NAN THAT
ON VI', S.-10...:.,!-^E.4 •

$2.000.00 MONTHLY!
UnSPARETIME!
believably, excitingly
selfSend
easy!
addressed and stamped
envelope to Box 1824,
Cleveland, Ohio 44106.

BLONDIE
UNLESS'IOU 5TI6K
M HE FORGETS
VAiEThER HADRESSNG
OR Uhl> ESSING

TmERE,DEAR
seOURE ALMOST
DRESSED

THE PHANTOM
REINIOA; IN

THE

WEEP
PIANO

A.

GJRAN, MI'S'S

= Dor -To SEE

WHAT A

51J101"k‘SE! l.40#
LON& CAN

Cr.
LAC"
ASAi . ,

you 5.1,4

LI1 ABNER

EON' IT
60f
PosPA-rcH

EASY MAILING- work
from your home. Earn
from $75:8209 weekly.
For informaliFil send
stamped self addressed
envelo0 to Edwards
Publication Co. 391 East
149th Street, Bronx,
N.Y. 10455.
ONE
WANTED
aluminum installer with
equipment, one cabinet
maker or apprentice
.-ancl-ene-expeeiOneedcarpenter. Apply in
person at Roy Harmon's
Carpenter Shop, next to
Drive In Theatre.
HIRE
TO
WANT
bahysitter - housekeeper
weekdays.
for
References ,and transportation required. Call
753-9520 after 3-p.m.

-4.77.7
As•EAA ,

10L"---17--Q
15 YO'i3 /./ANY
cHANc .

COMPANY WILL PAY
$50 to person- who furnishes us with name of
will
who
someone
purchase siding, room
addition or any type
improvement
home
work. Call 502-683-0690.

„- -

m

!)

•I'
,
.....••••••••••••

THREE
ri LOVE- TO50-.54J.7
LAGYE6 AREA/75
509'00
5,4Y /

EXPERIENCED
upholsterer wanted.
Apply in person at
Direct Furniture, 1 mile
East of Murray on 94.
WANTED -A SALES..
, person to:sell Jim
'Walter lioines in- the
Murray area. This is
• your oppoitunity to
make good money as a
sales a iriso n. If -interested L II Gene Allen
- 502-442-7:368, Paducah,.
Ky

13 For Sale Or Trade

20 Sports Equipment

WHITE 40" Hotpoint
range. Double bed
frame, foot board and
head board, $8.00. Call
753-0013.

15' RUNABOUT BOAT,55
horse power Evinrudemotor, and 15' camper-sleeps four. To be
sold together--$1650 or
best offer. Contact
Gunner Nance at 753.4015 Or 753-8300.

DISHWASHER,
Westinghouse, 4 months
old. $140. Call 753-9829.

ONE 6 8 wood barn, and
one 10 x 10 metal
building for covered
tandem utility trailer.
Two bedUtiful building
sitesnear Kentucky
Lakeleith new 130' well
and pump for good 242
ton truck with 16' to 20'
van. Call 753-9647 or 4362575.

17. Vacuum Cleaners

22 Musical
LOWERY organ with
symphonizer,
brass
rhythm section and
recorder. Cash or take
over payments. cleft 4362124.

ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760
day or night.
-SALE; KIRBY Vacuum.,
500 Maple Street. Free
hose attachment with
the purchase of every
upright. Rebuilt
vacuums starting at
$45.00. We rebuild your
vacuum for $29.95. Call
753-0359.

COINS AMERICAN ano
foreign. Also old gold.
Call 753-9232.

18. Sewing Machines
SINGER SEWING._
Machine, zig zag and all
attachments.
regular
Fully guaranteed. Fully _
cash price $39.50. Call
,Martha Hopper 1-3548619.

OR
EVINRUDE
JOHNSON gas tank with
base. Call 753-1556 after
5:30 p.m.
WANTED: B-J Auto
Salvage. Junked and
wrecked cars needed.
Call 527-1315-or 474-8854.

PIANO IN
STORAGE
spinet -console
Beautiful
loudly Reported 6ke
nee. Responsilife party can
take et big saving on low
poyment balance. Write loprui
Piano Co., Joplin, Missouri
64401.
stored

CONRAD'S PIANOS Organs, Kimball and
Baldwin, Lowery-Story
and Clark. Largest
selection in Western
753-1424,
Kentucky,
Olympic Plaza, Murray,
Ky.

FOR SALE - zig zag
sewing machine. Full
cash price, 830. Cl
Lakewood, 1-354-8619.

WOOL RUGS original
handmade. All wool
rugs extra heavy plush.
All handmade and
designed to order.
Suggest Navajo or
Aboriginal or other
designs. Choose what
you like. Call 753-6453.

19. Farm Equipment
6'SIDEWINDER Bushog,
lift type,- perfect oess.
dition. Call 4364870.
CONTACT WEST KY
Handling
Grain
Equipment, 1-345-212001
345-2633 for Farm Fan
Dryers. Seven per cent
Pre-Season Discount
through February.

FORMICA TABLE and
E.
G.
chairS.
refrigerator and leather
couch. Call 436-2389.

1972 CASE 570, only 500
hours. Used for mowing.
Gas. No equipment.
84500. Call after 5 p. m.
435-4380.

HALF PRICE - Complete water clarifier
system, $200. Used only
3 months. Call 435-4413.
HOSPITAL BED and
mattress used one week.
Excellent condition. Call
435-4355 or 345-2391.

NEED GRAIN BINS, a
grain dryer, a new steel
building, grain cleaner
or new spray equipment
Agrispring.
for
Products has them. Call
753-2958.

FOR SALE: Oak and
Hickory wood, 812.50
rick delivered. Call 4374731 or 437-4346.

FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1.444-6865,
Paducah, Ky.

PENTA TREATED
lumber 1" and 2"
dimensional stock. Also
treated poles 8' through
20. Murray Lumber
Company, 104 Maple,
Murray.

COME ONE, COME
ALL! Annual hose
repair days at A and I
Ford Supply in Paris
can mean real savings
to you. New hose
assemblies made while
you wait, new ends or
splices on old hoses at
low prices with no labor
charge. Low prices on
cylinders. -A and I Ford
Supply on Highway 54
West in Paris. Last year
we made or repaired
over 100 assemblies.

BE GENTLE, be kind, to
that expensive carpet,
clean with Blue Lustre.
Rent electric shampooer. Big K, Bel Aire
Shopping Center.
NOW.
AVAILABLE
Urethane- foam. All
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky..
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.

1962 WHITE ROAD
tractor, 220 Cummings
engine, 10 speed road
transmission,
ranger
new paint. $3500 or best
offer. Call 436-5353.

OAK BUFFET with
mirror, 8175. Dresser
mirror, $24.95. Scallop
oak table, $20, New
cabinet,
medicine
$19.95. Mirror, $9.95.
Tack and dwell instrument, $1 5.00.
fireplace,
Heatalater
$65. Wood 6, x 8 barn,
$199. 10 x 10 metal
building, 8249.95. Can be
seen 607 South 4th.
SECKROEHLEit
TIONAL living room
suite in good condition.
Call 753-5013 after 7 p.m.
TOBACCO STICKS for
sale. Call 489-2126 or 4354263.
- CHAINSAW
SAL
chains, is" or 404 pitch
. Enough for 12" bar,
88.95. 16" bar, 89.95 20"
bar, 810.95. Waffle
Hardware, Pa s, Tenn.
16. Home Furnishings
1114/ REFRIGERATORS
AND STOVE, air conditioner for sale. Call
-753-4091 after 5, 753-9764.

1
a

16. Home Furnishings /

KIRItSEY USED furniture. Buy and sells.
Call 489-2752.

15 Articles For Sale

LOST TWO YEAR OLD
Black Doberman Pinscher. Chain choke
collar,. Paradise Resort
off Highway 732. Call
436-5414.

NANCY
--AND YO1--;RE
CONCEim ET;
SARCAS-7:C
47 -

after beers end ertreiteatis
753-4951 or 753-6557

WANT TO BUY any
baseball cards. Call
after 6 p. m. 7534019.

Murray Coal
& Ice

6. Help Wanted

-r

753-4451

Office Neart4:40-$.40

14. Want To Buy

Apples
$2.50 Bushel

504 Main

FOR FREE wt. and
adjust an any .sewing
Call
machine.
Lakewood, 1-354-8619.

Perdeat end Thorson Real Wee

Golden delicious

5. Lost And Found

This Week Only

• U411- "be -

12. Insurance

2. Notice

2. Notice

2. Notice

1)4 DOZER, good engine, '
under-carriage.
good
LOoks good. $3500 or
best offer. Call 4364353.

Twe Z" Gasoline pumps.
Call after 1 p.m. 7538552.

•

FOR SALE 23" 10 speed
Azuki bicycle. Can be
seen at Spoke and Pedal.
Call 753-2932.
JOHN DEERE 1249
planter, Used 2- yea-es,
Perfect condition. Call
after 5 p. m. 753-4503.
20. Sports Equtpment

24 Miscellaneous
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for antique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
mattresses,
all
Healthopedic or foam.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323.
1969 OLDS, power brakes
and steering. Body and
engine in good shape.
Good work or fishing
cat. Blessing Scholastic
trumpet. Call 753-6478
after 6 p. m. •
YE OWE Horsetradtrr
Post and
Auction.
General
merchandise
wholesale and retail.
Used furniture, and
appliances,
antiques,
throw rugs, throw
pillows. Consignments
taken. Flea market
space available. We
buy, sell or horsetrade,
607 South 4th. Call 7539647.
26. TV Radio
G. E. 25" color TV with
matching stereo. $150.
Or will sell separately.
Call 437-4155 after 4.
NEARLY NEW black and
white TV Magnavox.
Call 753-3914.
TV SALE. Drive to cuba
and save. We have the
lowest prices on all
Zenith TV's. Shop
around and compare.
Sisson's Zenith Sales,
Cuba, Ky. 382-2426.
27. Mobile Home Sales
HOUSE TRAILER FOR
sale, 1969 Marriott,
carpeted, 1t baths, 2
bedrooms, $3,800. Call
753-7490.
1969 ALL ELECTRIC
Hillcrest mobile home.
12 x 60. Two bedroom,
front kitchen, carpeted
throughout, partially
furnished, underpinning. 200 amp
Two
pole.
utility
wrought iron porches.
Call 1-382-2405.
EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 79 3
bedroom mobile home,
electric heat and central
air. 28 x 32 heated
workshop. New 4" deep
well. Water pipe to all 8
acres. All within 2 years
old. Beautiful location.
Call after 6 p. m. 901-2475457, Puryear, Tenn.
12 x 70 1974 NEW MOON.
Two bedrooms, 1 and 34
baths, all electric. Call
753-4548 after 5 p. m.

1,2 H. P. Johnson for sail
boat, pcactkcallys new.
Heavy duty trolling
motor. 35 h. p. Evinr,ude.
Call 753-8127.

1966
KENTUCKIAN
mobile home 10 x 56, 3
bedroom furnished. Call
753-5287.

16' SWISS Six ski boat, 90
h. p. Johnson, trailer,
'skis and all gear. $1100.
-Call. 753-2248 after 6 p.

1973 12 x 68 Criterion.
Fully furnished, and
catpeted.
Tleo
bedrooms. Extras. Chll
753-5807. •

1
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1973 ATLANTIC mobile
home, 12 x 65, partially
furnished. Call 437-4631
after 6 p.m.

TWO BEDROOM furnished brick. $150
month. Near campus_
Call 753-7898 between 5-7
o. m. M-F.

Salaried position, Bonus Plan, Company Paid Insurance.
Apply In Person Only To

I
/ with
$150.
rately.
4.

ck and

lavox.

3
NICE
REALLY
bedroom, PI bath stone
home on South 13th
Street with central gas
heat, patio, double
garage, family room
fireplaces.
and
2
Basement with possible
4th bedroom. Call 7538080 or come by 105 N.
12th, Boyd Majors-Real
Estate.

See Richard Parker

cuba
re the
n all
Shop
ware.
Sales,
5.
ales

t FOR
rriott,
iths, 2
Call

Appealing brick home located in Lynn Grove.
The large front porch opens to the foyer and
spacious living room. Features central electric
heat and air, three bedrooms and a compact kitchen the wife will love. Large trees in the yard
make the perfect setting for this home. Outstanding value for less than $30,000.

CTRIC
home.
:droom,
arpeted
irtially
unCI amp
Two
porches.

2 x 79 3
home,
central
heated
4" deep
to all 8
2 years
ocation.
901-247'enn.

Best location in town is the house at 1104 Olive.
Close to University, not far from shopping! Six
room house with Mvo rooms having been converted to efficiency apartments for extra income. Drapes and carpet. Garage and large lot.
44-7,000.00.
Large tot located on the Hwy. 121 bypass and 18th
St.

MOON.
I and 34
ic. Call
p. m.

LOOK FORWARD to
warm weather and
spending the summer in
your own pool. You will
have plenty of room with
4 bedrooms, living room
and dining area and 2
baths. This L-shaped
home is in an excellent
neighborhood... We have
clients wanting investment property ...
or
rental
houses
duplexes.... Let us be of
service to you. Loretta
Jobs Realtors is fast
becoming a houseSOLD
word. Loretta Jobs
Realtors, phone 7531492.
HAMLIN, K. a house
and one acre of land on
Ky 414. and McFarlane
Road. Good well and
septic system. Many
large trees for a nice
shady homesite. Call
John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main St.,
753-9101
or
Pam
Rodgers, 753-7116.
44 Lots For Sale
LOT FOR SALE in
Gatesborough. Call 7538448.
46 Homes For Sale

Business lot on corner of 2nd St. and Poplar.
Ideally located for offices or small business..
4

Your besieess is ehrays apprecieted ii ROSINS REALTY.
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THREE
BEDROOM
brick,
jhst
been
decorated, inside and
out. 1702 College Farm
Road. Call 7534287.
MUST SELL!! RedUcttl
Price. 3 Bedroom Brick,
approximately 2000 sq.
ft. living space. Phone
753-780.

51 Services Offered

Services Offered

.
1
At10011;
"MR.CHAIRMAN- MAH I REAP
TO THE COMMITTEE THE RE SULT'3
OF OUR STUDY."
46. Homes For Sale
PRICE
REDUCED!
Separate workshop, 3
bedrooms, 2 baths,
family room, office
space, landscaped, near
shopping. Call 753-9380.
IN SHERWOOD Forest, 3
1
2
bedroom brick with 2/
with
den
baths,
fireplace, formal dining
room,large living room,
half basement. Call 7538138 after 4 p.m.

60 ACRES AND large
brick home just listed.
Located 7 miles from
Murray with frontage on
major blacktop Highway. Several excellent
building sites, pond, lots
of wooded areas and
some tendable land.
Phone Koppernd
Realty, 753-1222. We
provide a full range of
Real Estate Service.
Phone us today.

1 Services Offered

51 Se•v.ces Offered

GLASS REPAIR and
replacement for homes autos - stores. M an,P
Complete Glass,
No.
5,
Building
Dixieland
Shopping
Center, Phone 753-0180.

ELECTRICAL
FAIN'S
Residential;
Service.
mobile home-hookup
and service. Licensed.
Roger Fain, 435-4539.

ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air GUTTERING
BY
conditioning, and ' SEARS, Sears seamless
refrigeration, • heating.
gutters installed per
Call 474-8841.
your specifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
DRIVEWAYS
white
rocked. Sand arid lime
hauled. Call Mark Bucy. WET BASEMENT? We
. 753-8381.
make wet basements
dry, work completely'
COLSON
ELECTRIC
guaranteed:- Call or
AND Plumbing. Clent
write Morgan ConColson, licensed elecstruction Co., Route 2,
trician and licensed
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.
master plumber. Almo, • 42001. Phone day or
Ky. 753-8549.
night 442-7026. •

CARPET CLEANING
experienced,
very
reasonable rates,
references, free
estimates. Quick drying.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.

LICENSE
ELECTRICIAN and gas indo
,stallation
will
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.

INVEST WISELY in 1977
- Check this opportunity: Duplex on
Monroe Street with 3
bedroom, 1 bath on each
side. Central heat and
air, wall to wall carpeting, dryer hook-ups,
and separate carport
With storage area. Call
753-8080 or come by 105
N. 12th, Boyd Majors
Real Estate.

FOR SALE by owner. 2
NICE
FURNISHED
bedroom, mobile home
apartment for four. Call
utifuffrinned--- ext-e-pt
753-0669 or 7575.
stove and refrigerator.
Washer & Dryer con33 Rooms For Rent
nections in use now. One
large 12' by 12' storage ROOMS FOR RENT in
building insulated and
the country. Call 4362510.
lined,t one 5' by 8' steel
LOTS- LOTS-LOTS=
storage shed. All on four
We still have several
34
Houses
For
Rent
nice lots 100' by 220'.
desirable lots left in
Just 3 minutes away Westwood Subdivision.
FOUR ROOM'and utility.
from lake. Excellent
Paving, city water and
Furnished. Ib Hatel."
well and septic system.
sewer included in price
Couples. Call 492-8555.
Under $9,000.00. Call 753of lots. Prices start at
5352 6:00 a. m. to 6:00 p.
$3,300. Some wooded lots
m.
THREE ROOMS and
still available. Owner
bath, near Taylor Store.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
will
finance
with
Call 753-7673 or 753-1559.
minimum
down
TWO BEDROOM trailer.
-viaymen-t. Guy Spann
- Private lot. In Murray.
36 For Rent Or lease
Realty, 901 Sycamore,
Call 753-4661.
753-7724.
FOR LEASE - Building,
MOBILE HOMES and
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
FOUR BEDROOM home
mobile home spaces for
753-5881.
just listed in Canterbury
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Estates. Horne ,is. less
Call 753-3280.
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
than one year old, and is
retail store building on
32. Apartments For Rent
outstanding in both
south side court square
quality and design.
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
NEW two BEDROOM
Large family roomCall Dal Boyd, 1-247townhouse apartment,
recreation room with
stlwasher,
2833.
...all carpet,jit
area for pool table, and
ran.ge, refrigerator,
wet-bar, fireplace with
37 Livestock Supplies
disposal, washer-dryer
heatalator,
two
hookup rentralheat and
--bedrooms downstairs, 2.
air, private deck. Call PAIR OF MULES 48 in.
bedrooms upstairs and
high. Good harness,
753-7550.
storage areas abound.
rubber tire wagon and
Large 2 car attached
disc. Call 753-7386.
NEW TWO BEDROOM
garage. This home has.
garden apartment,
economic heat pump
carpet, range, FIVE WHITE faced cows
heating and cooling _
refrigerator, disposal,
system,
Andersen
and calves. $1250. Six
washer-diyer hookup.
thermopane windows,
years old. Call 753-3625.
Private patio. Call 753and
plushness
7550.
throughout. Priced in
43 Real Estate
low 50's. Phone KOPPERUD REALTY, 753WE HAVE PROSPECTS
BEDROOM
ONE
1222 air more -infor three bedroom
FURNISHED apartformation.
homes up to the 20's.
ment. Air conditioned.
Come
by
Wilson
Next to fairgrounds.
Insurance and Real 175 ACRE FARM located
Highway 121. Call 753on State Line Road only
Estate, across from the
3139.
seven miles south of
post office or call 753Murray. Large amount
3263.
THREE ROOM apartof tendable land, some
ment, brick duplex,
addition* land that water, stove,
could be Cleaned up and
refrigerator furnished.
some wooded land.
entrance.
Private
Tendable land has been
Available March 1.
in beans. Good road
Shoten by appointment.
South 12th at Sycamore
frontage. Also county
Call 436-2610.
road access on other
TELEPHONE 753-1651
part of land. John C.
FURNISHED
NICE
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
TWO ACRES OF land
apartment. May be seen
Main St., 753-0101 or 753Alm°
on
blacktop
east of
at Kellys Pest Control,
7531.
road. Call 753-4418.
100 South 13th.

Manager Needed

1

43 Real Estate

303110

49. Used Cars & Trucks
1972 SSur
tcfeetle.
Good
At ) 950.00.
Phon
44'
1963 FORD customized
van, mag wheels, 8
track stereo. Must see to
appreciate. Call 4928441.
1967 INTERNATIONAL
Scout, 4 wheel drive.
Good condition. $1500.
Call 901-642-4780.
1974 CHEVROLET 4
wheel drive. 1967 Ford
pickup truck. Call 7533047. .
1974 C-35 Renegade jeep
for sale. In good condition. Call after 5, 7538674.

FAIN'S ELECTRICAL
Service.
Residential;
mobile home-hookup
and service. Licensed.
Roger Fain, V5-4539.

INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.

SALE: KIRBY Carpet
Care. Stearn, clean one
rOOM 81, 8 cents per sq.
ft and we will clean the
hallway free. limit 4 x
10 A 10' x 10' room
would only be $8.00. Call
Mike Hutchens, 753-0359.
FOR YOUR SEPTIC
TANK and backhoe
work needs call John
Lane Phone 753-8669 or
136-2586.

HAVING TROUBLE • _ 54. Free Column
getting those small
plumbing jobs done'
ONE
black
MALE
Then call 753-6614.
--- s- Terrier Cidts-75347231s
WILL DO inside or out- side painting and small
carpentry work. Phone
527-9959. .

TILE - TILE:TILE.
C6-mplete patio and
porches, brick and tile,
showers, entrance,
kitchens. Call J. R
Hamilton, 753-8500.

ELECTRICAL REPAIR
of electric heat, air
NEED TREES cut,
condition, appliances,
firewood, land clearing,
water pumps, water
carpenter work or light
AT
FENCE SALES
heaters and wiring. 30
.hauling. Call 753-4707.
SEARS now. Call Doug
Years experience. Call 'Taylor at 753-2310 for
436-5676.
CAKES FOR ANY ocfree estimates for your
casion, and for wedneeds.
PAINTING interior and
dings. Various sizes and
exterior. Texture-Ceiling
shapes. Prefer one week.
and sheetrock finishing.
notice in advance. Call GENERAL BACKHOE
Call Ralph Worley, 753Polly Lamb,489-2602.
work, white gravel,
0708.
bank gravel. Call 4362306.
ELECTROLUX SALES
ind Service. Call Tony
No'Mir "41, it-morsel!" method
Montgomery, 753-6760,
dual carpets as
day or night.
EASILY-

FREE
YELLOW
Labrador, male, about 6
months old. With all
shots. Call 753-3387.
FREE - HALF grown
persian cat. Black and
white. Female. Sweet
and loving. Call 753-3535
after 5:00
EE -NINE week old
part-husky puppy. Black
with white arid brown
markings. Holds her tail
in a curve over her back.
Highly intelligent and
self-reliant. Call 7534535
after 5:00.
FREE- ELGlit--Week
old part-beagle puppies.
Healthy and cute. Will
make lovable pets. Call
753-7839 after 6:00.

RENT RINSENVAC-

SELL YOUR HOME

311 pound portable 00001
house does Ii' the *0,11

ELECLICENSED
EFFECTIVELYTRICIAN prompt efCleans nnses and ViC.0,S
0/11
60eih_eirt alse.
- gielent service. NO -ion
irnse In a s.rsole Meer,
1973 CHEVY, 32.000, V-8
too small. Call Ernest
ECONOMICALLYautomatic, power
(tens the say
White, 753-0605.
proreSS+onals do- -at
steering, power brakes.
a rrecton or the cost
ITOO Smit UP TO
703 South 4th Street.
425 00 PFR 00051
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.
1975 CORVETTE. Call •• Contact K -and S Stump
47. Motorcycles
after 5, 753-5006 or 753Wilson
Removal, 435-4343 or
1975 ELECTRIC mini7408.
753-9490.
--day---far-bike,
Ififttfaftee and-Real Estate Agency, inc pennies. Charge
PAPER
PAINTING
AND
1968
CAMARO R-S. Clean
overnight. Ideal for
Wayne Wilson
Al Farrell
hanging, interior or
Rent for only $12 00* day
2
door
hardtop,
commuting to town or to
Ron,Talent
Ronnie Pea
exterior, by the hour or
automatic,
V-8,
air,
Bel-Air Decor Store
Phone 753-3263
classes. Priced to 'sell.
202 S. 4th St.
job. Free estimate.
power steering, and
5.5 La Corner 753 34342
Call 753-6564.
753-8343.
Phone
brakes. $1095. Call 7534428 after 5 p. m. 7531975 HONDA CB-5509739.
Excellent condition.
Only' 1500 miles. Call
50 Campers
after 4 p. m. 753-3143,
1976 20 Fr. Prowler, fully
self-contained. Call 492Great
70.
TRAIL
1974
8790.
"
1. How can you make money?
condition. $200. Call 753Any. You can make money by gathering up all these unwanted and unneeded items that are
7228 ask for Doug.
".•
gathering dust in your basement, attic and garage and putting them up for sale.
16' TRAILER, camper.
753-4904.
Call
Sleeps
six.
2. How can you save money?
YAMAHA MINI Enduro.
Motorcycle trailer. 1975
Any. You can Save money by taking advantage of the gigantic classified ad sale that the clavvitied
Honda 550 four with
ad department of the Ledger & Times is haying during the month of Marc h to sell all those items
windjammer. Call 753you have gathered together.
=6.
3. How good a business person -are you?

With The Professional
Real Estate AgencyOver 2 Million
Dollars In Sales In 1976

Make Money By Saving!

48 AutoMotive Service
ONE SET of mags, tires,
adaptors and steering
wheel to dress up V.W.
All for $75. Call 753-0605.'
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1957 FORD PICKUP with
camper, $295. 1968 Ford
LTD, $350. Call 489-2595.
1972 DODGE DART
Swinger, 8 cylinder
automatic, good condition. $1250. Call 4892156 or 767-4745 after 5 p.
m.
1974 FIREBIRD, gold,
custom striped, AM-FM
, tape. Rocket wheels, low
mileage. Excellent
condition. Call 753-7853.

White's
Camper
Sales

Located 4 miles
east of Murray on
Highway
94
toward Ken-Lake.
Authorized dealer
for Fan Travel
Trailers - Starcraft
Pop-ups.
Used earners - all
brands.
Owners and Operators
Ernest S. Virginia White
Coll 753-0605.

51. Services Offered
1974
CHEVROLET
pickup, hilly eqiiired.
CaTT'753-1177.
1968 OLDSMOBILE, all
power, excellent condition. $600. Call 7538649. Call anytime.

EXPERT BUILDING
.and remodeling
one
cabinet kr complete
home - planning to
completion Call now
Roy Harmon's Carpenter Shop. 753-4124.

DRIN F.V. AYS WHITE
1973 FORD TORINO
rocked and graded. Free
wagon. 9 passenger,
estimates. Call Clifford
excellent condition. Call
Garrison 753-5429 after 4
489-2266.
p.. m.
1966 RAMBLER. Runs
like new. Must sell. Call
767-2357.

CUSTOM HAY bailing
and custom combining.
Call 753-b090.

Ans. You can prove that you are good in business by running your business advertising on the
Classified Pages of the Ledger S, Times during the month of March. I very fourth day your
classified ad will run FREE regardless of sire. This means that you save the entire wst Of your ad
every fourth day. Prices remain the same as usual and you receive all the usual discounts. If you
are a regular customer of the classified section and your advertising is already sc heduled tor March you will automatically receive the benefits from this sale.

4. What are the details of this sale?
Ans. The sale is open to everyone;

The Sale is open to everyone for every
section on the classified page, small
reader ads or classified display ads as long
as they meet the following requirements:
Ads must run three consecutive days.
No changes will be made in copy.
v Paid days will run first.
No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before expiration.
Alf standard rates on classified display and ilassified_ads
will remainin effect. -

No. Days
paid
3
6
9

No. Days
Free
1
2
3

Total
Days Run
4
8
12

S. What do you gain from this sale?
'SAVE
NOW
FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
$425.10 op, floored, rowdy t use. Also prime, rya build..,
Maw s$300.IO.2 a op v.24 i BO rtenderd, bet will precut
any she seeiled.,Iley Hoe best for less.
CUSIOIA BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS 753-09114

'

Ans. YOU SAVE MONEY. There is no was you can loss' it sou sell the item you advertise You save
money on your business advertisin and gain, the advantage of advertising in the most well read
section of the newspaper. The amount of money you can save is determined only by the amount
of advertising you decide to do.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SALE AND SAVE:
Call 753-1916 or 753=1917 to place your ad.
wawa re,r,.....•••••

MOM
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Carter Submits Budget Proposal To Congress

Deaths and Funerals

(Continued from Page 1)

individuals.
Authority that would help jobless rate of 7.3 per cent this in the nation's Gross National
Product of 5.4 per cent both
"The
Secretary.
of
finance
Health,
energy projects. The year and 6.11 per cent next.
of the F15 air,Production
.
this
year and next, compared
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Carter's
target
Education
and
Congress
plan
was
dead
in
Welfare would_
craft would. be reduced from
growth. with Ford's target of 5.2 this
for
average
growth
is
the
precise
establish
anyway.
limits108 to 78 planes.
year,and 5.1 per cent In 1978.
But' Carter did propose
budget after consultation with the
But Carter's
Word has been received of
Final rites for Mrs. Oma
,t.
Actual GNP- growth this
states,
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insurance
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these
document said,'Despite
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Dell Tinsley, widow of
Stock
Market
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energy
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Hospital, Jackson,In. He was Monday at•ten a.m. at his chapel of the Blalock-Coleman the resources devoted to
over-all adverse impact on the
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38 years of"age and a retired home. He was 65 years of age. Funeral Home with the Rev. strategic programs, although -• There would be significant development
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outlays
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$304
million,
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from
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housing
Tn.
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Union Carbide
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Total
spending
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Pallbearers were Lowell, in proposed spending for 18
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Carter's budget .proposals
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Carter proposed extending
burial to follow in the
Murray Route One; twelve--the 26-week supplemental
Riehlawn Cemetery near
grandchildren; three great unemployment insurance
Waverly, Tn.
grandchildren.
program through the end of
Funeral services for Mrs.
•
the year so that unemployed
Lela M. Thompson werZ held
workers can continue to
Monday at ime p.m. at the
qualify for up to 52 Weeks of
chapel of the Collier Funeral
jobless-benefits-Beginning in
Hospital
Home,Benton, with Bro. 0. D.
1978, the program would
L.
ct. 4re. Roy
The funeral for Fonice,
John T Owen
.1 °Mkt—tredually--be eedueed to its
Walker was held Sunday at Gibson officiating.
Ad- original 26 weeks by March of
Veterans
at the
two p.m. atrandsons served
mini tratio-n
McEvoy Funeral Home, pallbearers and burial was in Memphis,Tn. He was64 years that year. -The- --aWri&d
Paris, Tn., with the Rev. the Jackson-Starks Cemetery. of age and a resident of 107 program is now scheduled to
111104
-?"
-4.expire in March of this year.
Richard Hendrickson and the
Mrs. Thompson,age 95, died Second Street, Fulton.
Carter proposed holding
Rev. Clarence Morrison of- Saturday at 5:25 p.m. at the
The deceased was a retired
'
ficiating. Burial wag' in the Benton 'Municipal Hospital: dry cleaner and was a down the rising cost of health
Lone Oak Cemetery in She was a member of the .member of the First United care by putting a ceiling on the
Calloway County.
Union Hill Church of Christ. Methodist Church, Fulton. annual increases in hospital
Mr. Walker, age 81, Route
Survivors include one Born September 20, 1912, he bills. The budget said a 9 per
Six, Paris, Tn., died Friday at daughter, Mrs. Clint Darnall, was the son of the late John J. cent ceiling, for einunple,
could gave the government
10:30 a.m. at Or Crestview Benton Route Two; two sens,
anti
; • 1• •5
I
He 1‘14---;-Leonard7ThOmpson, en On,
Mr. Owen is survived by one
a retired 'farmer and a - and'Headly Thompson, daughter, Mrs. Peggy Todt, payments and $134 milli& in
'
I
member of the -Pentecostal Benton Route Two; one and one son, John T. Owen, medicaid, plus $1.6 billion for
•'
MI
Church. Born June 22, 1095, in brother, Albert Dowdy,- -Jr., Littleton, Colo.; three insurance companies and
Calloway County, he was the Benton Route Eight; eight sisters, Mrs, Melton Exum,
son of the late James Monroe grandchildren; nineteen great Fulton, Mrs. Paul Hayes, Oak
Walker and- Maggie Banks grandchildren; fourteen great Ridge, Tn., and- 11,1rs. H. E.
Walker.
great grandchildren."
(Continued from Page 1)
Harrison, Morrow, Ga.; one
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
brother_r_ 'Merman (Duel)).
is -no--chaster for- a-- leak efBeckie Garland Walker, to
Owen, Fulton; two grand-- someone's name."
whom hewn married in 1914;
children.
"These names," she adds,
one.. daughter, Mrs. Sue
Funeral services will be "don't get passed about," and
Dresden,
Tn.;
McKinney,
held Wednesday at ten a.m. at she explains that even in her
three sins, Orville and
the chapel of the Hornbeak follow-up action there is no
Hampton Walker, Paris,. Tn.,
Funeral Home, Fulton, with mention of clients' names.The
and Gilbert Walker, Purysif,
the Rev. William G. Adams confidentiality applies to all
Funeral
services
for
Sam
L.
Tn.; twelve grandchildren;
officiating. Burial will follow
twenty-three great grand- Wilson of Murray Route Four- in the Fairview Cemetery clients, Including minors who
will
be
held
Wednesday
at
two
avail themselves of the
children; three great great
p. m.at the chapel of the Max there.
Needline services.
grandchildren.
Active pallbearers will be
Churchill Funeral Home with
What about its impact?
the Rev. Lawson Williamson Bill Barker, W. K. Emily,
ADVERTISEMENT
Accirding to Mrs. Lovins,
of Murray and the Rev. John -Cecil Rushing, Bill Roberson, who until recently acted as the
Pippin of Medina, Tn., of- George Moore, and Billy official
for
consultant
Honorary
ficiating. Gus Robertson, Jr., Berryhill.
provides a
Needline,
"It
pallbearers will be Hugh Fly, tremendous service to the
will be soloist.
Pallbearers will be Dwain Harry Allison, Morgan Omar, community. For it provides a
and Mark -James, David Billy Moss,and PaulNeely.
chance for someone to call one
Friends_ may call at the place and be referred to any
Gargus, Mike, Kent, and
Carey Wilson, all grandsons. funeral home after six p.m. number of places which can
Burial will be in the Paschall tonight (Tuesday
work to solve his or her
- A free offer of Cemetery in Henry County,
Chicagth,
problem."
special interest to those who
Why make Needline work?
hear but do.not understand
Friends may call at the
For Mrs. Ward and the
words hasbeen announced by funeral home.
others backing her in
Beltone. A non-operating
Needline, the answer is one
Mr. Wilson, age 85, died
The funeral for William Max
word... -caring."
model of the smallest Beltone Sunday at 7:08 p. m. at the Miller, Jr., 24 year Old
"In fact," she states,"when
aid of its kind will be given ab- Murray-Calloway County resident of 710 Vine Street,
the
'I care' goes out of my
Hospital.
He
was
a
former
solutely free to anyone; anMurray, was held Monday at work, that's when I'll pack up
blacksmith having his shop at two p. m. at the chapel of the
swering this advertisement.
and go htime."
Wiswell, served as custodian
H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Send for this non-operating at Murray High School for
But until then, for people in
model, put it on and wear it in sixteen years, a U. S. Army with the Rev. Dr. David C. need of someone who can help
the privacy of your own home. veteran of World War I, and a Roos officiating.
Ahem find the answers, one
Serving as pallbearers were
While many people with a member of the Sinking Spring Lyle Underwood, Henry can do what an .undisclosed
number of people have
hearing loss will not receive. Baptist Church.
Holton, James Dale Clopton, already done.
Pick up the
any significant benefit from
The Calloway man was Norman Hale, Don McCord,
phone and call 753-6333...for
this
nonany hearing aid,
married January 18, 1920, to and Bill Marvin. Burial was in
Needline.
working model will show you the former Jemima Paschall, the Murray City Cemetery.
at
Who
Saturday
survives.
Born
Mr.
Miller
died
June 18,
how tiny hearing help can be,
and it's yours by keep, free. 1891, in Calloway County, he 4:05 p. m-. at the Murraywas the son of the late Sam Calloway County Hospital. His
The actual aid weighs less Wesley Wilson and Martha
-dath followed an extended
than a third of all ounce, and Jane Jackson Wilson.
illness. He was a member of
its all at ear level,in one unit.
Mr. Wilson is survived by the First Christian Church and
, These models are free, so his wife; two daughters, Mrs. a graduate ..of Mont Verde
The Rev. Dr. James A.
We suggest you write for yours Thomas Eldridge ( Mable ) Academy, Mont Verde, Fla. Moak will speak on "Campus
Survivors include his father, Ministry and The Church" at
now. Again, we repeat, there Pickard and Mrs. Rubin
Jarneb, l'ifurrar. Will' ryi Max Miller Sr and the -1,uneheoil-at--the-United-aLe
is no cost, -aed-;-ct--dalnly--tio--his grandmother, Mrs._Greg Campus hfinistry on Wedobligation. 'thousands have Route Seven; two sons, James
Miller, Murray, and one
already been mailed, so write L. Wilson,' Paducah Route sister, Mrs. James- (Mary nesday from 124,30 to 1:20 p. nn
Two, and Larry F. Wilson,
at the UC101 building,202 North
today to Dept. 5149, Beltone •
Abadan, Iran; nine grand- Louise) Morrison, High Point, 15th Street, Murray.
Electronics, 4201 W. Victoria children; three great grand- N. C. His mother, Mrs.
The guest speaker, general
Lorraine Paysse Mpler, died minister of the Christian
St., Chicago,111. 60646.
children.
In 1967.
Church in Kentucky, is the
speaker at the revival services
closing
tonight,
1 Tuesday) at the First
-Chribtian Chunh(-flisciptes-of
.Christ).
-The cost of the 'plate lunch
You'll Find Anywhere See Us
will be $1.25 and the public is
EOM& 1$01/SING
---invited, ."a„. UCM spokesman.
Foui, 4ot,s1;c:
LENOER
said. LENDER

Paul Duncan Dies
At Jackson, In.

W. T. Hutson Dies
At His Home With
Rites Wednesday

Final Rites Held
For Mrs. Tinsley
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Mrs. Thompson Is

Dead At Age 95

Eunice L Walker
Rites On Sunday

SALE SALE

John T. Owen Dies
At VA

New*

Oe

Needline ...

MA-1-0k0r.:*.t:Anitn Hat

Services Wednesday

G.E. Refrigerators
Starting At

At Local Chapel
For Sam L Wilson

289

Service

Don't blame
your age for
poor hearing

G.E. Ranges
Starting At

2or

Service

G.E.
Potscrubber
Dishwashers
Starting At

22995
Service

Rites Held Monday
For Murray Man

Dr. Moak Speaker
For UCM Luncheon
Here Wednesday

These
low end appliances purchased
specially for this sale. They are some of Murray Ap,p/iance's leading sellers. -

Home Loan Money Is Available

Low Monthly Payment
or 90 Day
Same As Cash

For the Best Home Loon

1

,

'SL

IS

-roan
Jede-ral Savinfis
Branch
Main St.
array (
753-7921

rn

Federal State Market ftlews Service
February 22,1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Mallet
- Report Includes8 Buying Stations
- -Receipts: Act. 471 Est. 400 Barrows &
Gilts .25 - meetly .50 low4r klows steady
US 1-2
.200-2301bs...$W -Z-30 50 few 39 75
US 14 200-2401be
$3900.39 25
...
US 2.4 240-2001ln. .
W-25-3910
US 3-4 380-2se ibs
S.T7 25,38 25
Sows
US 1-2 270-35011m.
332.50-33.00
' 1.1S 1-3300-450 lbs,
1132.50,13.50
US 1-3 450-650 he.
-$33.50-34 50
4J524 300.500 lbw.
$320IR.1.700 ,

Buarsui.uo•

r

212 East Main

Murray Appliance
Co.

753-1286

I The Future Farmers of America are
(working for a better, brighter tomorrow,
through the development of agricultural lead.
ership, cooperation and citizenship ... today.
And they're making progress every step of the
way. We firmly support the FFA Chapters of
our area and applaud all their achievements.
"Learning to do... doing to learn ... earning
to live. .. living to serve." Their motto is as
strong as the young people who stand behind
it. Young men and women who will one day
take their place as leaders in our growing
community. Let's salute them ... the future
of agriculture is in good hands.

.9 Special'S;ctiorr Of

Tugsday, Februarv 22. 1 977
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FFA SECTION

Local Future Farmers Of America
Celebrate National FFA Week

Learning to do,
Doing to learn,
Earning to live,
Living to serve.

.91

Members of the Calloway
County Chapter of Future
Farmers of America join
with Over 500,000 other
FFA members in the
United
States
in
celebrating National FFA
WEEK which began Feb.
19. Throughout the WEEK
the state's 160 chapters are
planning activities to
support
the
theme,"Agriculture's New
Generation."
The 49-year traditions of
FFA have held strong and
produced a mighty work
force for food and fiber to
meet the needs of our
nation and the world.
Successful agricultural
leaders Of today are the
testimony. — Agriculture's
New Generation" is in the
making. They're FFA
members today.
National FFA Week
always includes George

Washington's birthday in
observance
of
his
leadership in promoting
scientific farming practices. Washington is considered the patron saint of
the FFA and has come to
symbolize
the
FFA
Treasurer.
Organized in 1928, the
FFA promotes leadership,
'cooperation atidclttzenshlp
among
high
school
vocational agriculture
students.
The
FFA
Foundation
awards
program provides chapter,
state
and
national
recognition for supervised
programs of agricultural
production, marking,
processing and service.
The Calloway County
Chapter his 225 members
enrolled ip Vocational
Agriculture and ,Horticulture. There are three
teachers of Agriculture and

Horticulture at CCHS.
They are: Mr. Eugene
Chaney, Mr. Carmon
Parks and Mr. Larry
Gilbert.
In 1976 the Callekway

Chapter was a State Gold
Emblem chapter for the
2ndkconsecutive year. Also
Kerry Wyatt won the
Regional Dark-Tobacco
Production contest, Mark
Wilson won Beef, Hay and

The chapter ,Parliamentary Procedure team ra
Superior in the Regional contest in March.

Water
Soil
and
Management contests in
the Region, Krit Stubblefield was regional and
state winner in Dairy
Production, Krit was also
named as Regional Star
Farmer and Shea Sykes
was named Poi-chase
Region Vice-President.
The Chapter Tobacco
Grading Team won first
place at Murray State Ag
Club Field Day and first
place at the State Fair,
Chapter Meats Judging
Team tied for first place in
the- Regional Contest and
11th in the State, the
Chapter Dairy Judging
Team won first place at
Purchase District Fair and
9th in the State,Shea Sykes
was'elected as chairman of
the Camp council at
Kentucky FFA Leadership
Training Center and also
received the Outstanding
.c Leadership Award.

Officers of the Calloway
Chapter are: President,
Shea Sykes; Vice-Pres.,
Patrick Webb; Sec., Kenny
Orr; Treasurer, Steve
McCuiston;
Reporter,
Darrell Beane; Sentinel,
Charles Glissoh Chapter
Sweetheart is Renee
Tobey.
The Chapter has ten
standing FFA Committees
Which are in charge of
carrying out all of the
activities of the chapter.
The Chairmen of these
committees are: Supervised Occupational Experience, David Roberts;
Cooperation, Tim Beane;
Community
Service,
Kandy Hargis; Leadership,--Ricky Miller; Earnings and Savings,‘ Jimmy
Hale; Conduct of Meetings7
Terry Clark; Scholarship
McCallon;
Randy
Recreation, Roger
Perkins.

?:4:71/1"ffiffiNROMMA
The FUTURE
is what the FFA is all about.

Dee's Bank
of Hazel
Recreation time at one of our summer FFA meetings.

"The.
Future"
Is What
The
FFA Is
All
About!

Darrell Beane
Won First Place
In Essay Contest
Darrell Beane won first
place in the Chapter FFA
Soil and Water Conservation Essay contest.
The contest is composed of
each member writing a
1,000 word essay. Steve
McCuiston received second
place and Terry Byerly
was third.

FICA Ithe go ahead people
Murray Office
305 North 4th Street
Murray,Kentucky
Phone 753-5602

did you know •that
For years Successful Farmers
have done business with the

Murray Insurance Agency
Bel-Air Center, 753-4751

Our support goes to the Future
Farmers of America. We're proud
of what you've done to make
Calloway County a productive
farm community.

Keys F. Keel
Richard Price
Anita McCallon
Krit Stubblefield - winner of chapter public
speaking contest and
rated Superior in the
Region.

•
Field Office Manager
Field Representative
Secretary
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What a Team! What a Team!
international and Purchase Equipment!
Here's a team that cannot be beat!
Those Big Red Internationals and a parts and service department to back it up!

Janie. Rid man

Don Chapman

left% ( 11,1!1c11.1',

Raloh

The right part and the right
service man at the right time
all put together means
minimum down time.

David kingin.

E.G. Chapman

pURCli
,
icaPPREW
5 REST
"
4)1"
IOR flS
pRODUCTS
MOST
M405
APPRECIATED
MR in
SERVICE

III
•
11111

Purchase

EQUIPMENT CO.INC
Hwy. 94E Phone 1534215
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Krit Stubblefield and Sandra Stark with their Grand
Champion Dairy animals at the Purchase Region Dairy

Show. Mark Gavin, State FFA Secretary, presented th
awards.

Steve McCuiston, member of the Calloway Chapter
and State FFA President in 1976 presiding at the State
FFA convention.
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Seed..
krit Stubblefield receiving award for winning the State
Dairy Production Contest.

On a farm it takes knowledge and planning to make it
grow.

We Are Proud
Of The

FUTURE
.FARMERS
Of America
and take Opportunity
to Salute them.

tt•

s•A

Are Planting the Seed of Knowledge Now for Their
Future and Ours.
These young people of Calloway County are getting a
New View ofFarming.
Let Peoples' Bank help your New View become a
reality.

FFA is Planning Ahead for a
Better Community and America

PEOPLES
o/BANK
MURRAY
Member FDIC ,

KY.

rn
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PX 74:
Great Corn For Your Best Land
IN'ith land prices and production costs IA here theN
are to0y, you can't afford to plant anything,less than
a greaticorn fin every acre. IA 74 is just the Itbrici
vou need. Fast-drying IA 74 has topped the 200bushyl seld mail, by impressive margins.
Come in and see for yourself. get our IA 74
while supplies are still at ailablv.

ed th

4

NORTHRUP
RING

Carraway
Farms
Harold loner Mgr 153-5522

Vo-Ag classes on a field trip to Carraway Farms.
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Kenneth Paschall with part of his dairy show cattle.

"The Golden Eagle"
The experienced 4-wheeler knows a tough and
rugged vehicle when he sees one. From sand
dunes to snow drifts, this Golden Eagle can take on
the action. Come on out and take on this Golden
Eagle

•a
a

PI Jeep
Come in and see Jeep value close up...
WE SALUTE

iffiliMitifirtiffie

Cain's, AMC,Jeep, Inc.
806 Coldwater Rood. 753-6448 - Murray
Marty Carraway driving their 8630 John Deere.
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AilICULTLIII'S CLASSIO0d—Ttif PAST
nonage so meanonglul was It stands tor pewees
belparlinp. Old Woes,theear me-used to
lend ineinotes,
pride nod. sii coos doryAreleC11.1 agriculture has a rich heritage that is the
backbone of QUI Naboes history. The desire tor an
adequate amount of good food has always been paramount among the people
Thus came the Pleeram 04 rocabonal agrocultural
education Agrnultural education was brought inlo the
classrooms of Arittics s high schools A way to educate.
motorate. present nee techniques to the young men on
turning
For the 500.00 future farmers, luture ranchers. future
agrobuenessmen currently enrolled on the on ag FF A
program. the Learning By Doing principle s sell used
Lee itt. basic induery of agriculture wag also his.
rich heritage TAe program has homed millions ce young
men and women for careers on agriculture That heritage
eat continue on the 1,500 rotational agncultural Gass
rooms on AentOGI

FFA

Darrell Beane, Shea Sykes and Patrick Webb studying
meat juaging at Storey's Food Market. The meats
judging team identifies different cuts of meat and must
select the best of 4 beef carcasses, 4 pork carcasses, 4
bee(rounds, and 4 fresh hams. This is one of the most
educational contests in the FFA because regardless
what the student does after graduation selecting high
quality meat will be important

Washington The Farmer

•
business mind,
eye for detail.
and a searching curiosity about
anything new.
'Washington divided his huge estate into five farms. Each farm's
overseer made weekly reports
which Washington 'used for his
notes, diaries, and account books.
He made exacting notes on plantting, harvest, and sale — a trait
that is recognized in the FFA.
As early as 1766. Washington
realized the error in continued
tobacco cultivation. He practically
abandoned tobacco, the major
colonial crop.
Some have called Mt. Vernon
one of the earliest "experiment
stations" in America. It's true that
Washington tried various manure
and water applications under controlled conditions. He ex-

Chemical Co.
Inc.

Located W. Railroad Avenue

753-1933

perimented' with countless new
seeds, fertilizers and management
practices.
Washington called the life of a
farmer "most delectable." "It is
honorable. It is amusing, and,
with judicious management, it is
profitable," he said.
Perhaps his far-reaching vision
and love of farm life are best expressed in his eighth address° to
Congress: "It will not be doubted
that with reference either to individual, or National Welfare,
Agriculture is of primary importance. In proportion as nations
advance in population, and other
circumstances of maturity, this
truth becomes more apparent; and
renders the cultivation of the soil
more and more,an object of public
patronage."

1a

AGRICULTURE'S NEW
GENERATION
They ,may just be Greenhands today
but they will b• ready for toniorrowl Will
educated and capable of filling the
expanding number of career positions in
America's agriculture. Ready to work,
farm, manage, service, promote, sell,
discover. Young men and women willing
to risk, to stand-up-for or to try.
This NEW generation will *merge from
the ranks of this half million FFA niembers
in this United States today. As students in
high school vocational agriculture departments, FFA members start their woe in the
organization as Greenhands.
Early in their FFA membership they
oach seloct o career study field for
themselves. The choices available today
ore dimmer and offer exciting futures for
the optimistic agriculturalists in FFA.
Florist. Forester. Dairy former. Artificial
inseminator. Ag credit representative.
Grain
elevator operator.
Wildlife
r

cons•rvationist. Veterinarian_ A°
engineer Nurseryman. Yo-ag teacher
Meat cutter_ Mechanic. Groundskeeper
Soil scientist. Farm manager. Feed
salesman.
And ante the choice is made; they
pursue their dreams. Thiry practice the
principle of Learning By Doing that makes
FFA unique. Active participation in
programs available in FFA helps them
gain self-developing experiences of
leadership, citizenship and c000•ration.
The 49-y•or traditions of FF A have held
strong and produced a mighty work force
for food and fiber to meet the needs of
our notion and the world. Successful
agricultural leaders of today are the
testimony. So many, in fact, that they've
formed on FFA alumni group to support
those who will be next to leted.
Agriculture's NEW Generation is in the
making. They're FFA members today.

the
Sta

Itt
iJ
e TSON
rMizer

George Washington Considered Agriculture Important:
Is Honored By Future Farmers Of America
Everyone knows that George
Washington gave seven years of
his life without pay to command
the Rethilutionary Army and eight
more to serve as the new country's
first president. What isn't so well
known is that he would have been
much happier "under his own vine
and fig tree." By his own admission, George Washington's
first interest was farming.
It was because of his interest in
farming and his accomplishments
as a successful farmer that FFA
WEEK is celebrated during the
week of George Washington's
birthday. In addition, George
Washington has been labeled the
patron saint of the organization
and has come to symbolize the
FFA Treasurer.
Actually it was a small
inheritance that launched
Washington's career as a farmer;
he was 11 when his father died. According to custom, Lawrence— as
the oldest son— got most of the estate including Mt. Vernon.
Washington's small inheritance
was only a 280-acre Cherry Tree
Farm plus a share of land at Deep
Run.
Washington started accumulating land with money he
earned as a surveyor. At 16,
George had bought 550 acres.
Washington resigned his
military commission when he was
26 and soon married Martha Custis, a wealthy Virginia widow. At
that time he owned about 5,000
acres of land which included Mt.
Vernon's 2,500 acres inherited
from his brother Lawrence.
Washington began to take farming seriously! He had a keen

We at Hutson Chemical salute
the FFA Boys in our community.
We consider you a great asset tol
this farming area.

To Future Farmers,
Our Monks.
we would like to
take this opportunity to
let you know how much
you are appreciated.

West Kentucky
Rural Telephone
237 N. 8th
Mayfield

co-op

Phone
753-4351

ON

FFA SECTION'
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a‘

Greg McClure, Steve Baker and Kenneth Paschall at
the Kentucky State Fair where the% ranked 9th in the
State Dairy Judging Contest.

-

3
1976-77 Chapter Officers—Front Row, Left to Right: Pat Webb, Vice-Pres.; Shea Sskes, President: Kenns Orr,
Secretars; Back Ross 1.-R: Darrell Beane, Reporter Steve McCuiston,rieasurer Charles Glisson,Sentinel.

New Class
Added To
Program
FFA members learning to grade tobacco. Members
learn to identify the Group,Quality,Color and Length of
Burley, Dark-Fire Cured and Dark-Air Cured tobacco.

Gr

McClure judging dairy cattle at the State fair.

Our support and very best wishes go to the
Boys this week. We're proud of all you've
done to help make the community a much
better place to live. Thanks.

one
351

The
CCHS
FFA
vocational program now
includes a unit in Horticulture which relates to
home beautification and
improvement, bedding
plant production, fruit and
vegetable production and
'landscaping. The program
is open for both boys and
girls and about half of the
Hort.• students OOP are
girls.
A special feature of the
program this year was the
growing of lioinsettias. The
classes ordered 500 rooted
plants and. grew them for
the Christmas Holidays.
"Because the delivery
date was late (Sept. NI,
our plants did not attain the
size desired, but because of
our ability to control the
environment in the green
house we were able to have.
beautiful
plants . for
Christmas," a spokesman
said. "Our students were
very pleased with their
activity."
Another special feature
of the program is floral
arrangements. This unit is
being conducted with
cooperation of local nurseries. This promises to be
a very interesting and
worthwhile endeavor.

Ag IV dass.on a field trip 1earning how to measure land.

uture Farmers
.3;irite

1.—ullire-rarrners of-America-, we
salute you..,,with thanks for all you
are doing to aid agriculture in this
area.. and to promote the conservation of our farm resources. For
the future, our hopes are
iggh.,.because we- know that our,
local FIFA members are building
agricultural leadership that will ser-'
ye us well. Congratulations on your
achievements.

•,

.0
10.
,

r,0
7:41-

Murray
Warehouse
Corp.

Ario,

"Arysar-:'

Phone 753-2924

To The
Future Farmers
Best Wishes

#

tef

Calloway County Soil
Improvement Assoc., Inc.
Industrial Rd.

•

I.

753-8220

FM SECTION
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West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperati

SALUTES

Februa 19-26,
West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporatiou and

U

THE CITIZENS OF THIS COMMUNITY ARE PROUD TO
PAY TRIBUTE TO ONE OF AMERICA'S FINEST ORGAN-

airesell W11111111111111

IZATIONS ... THE

F.F.A. VOCATIONAL

Mar MO a.1111111111111111•a •
11111

AGRICULTURE

sosiellir•
1111 I*San
ROM
oi
B.

HAS SERVED TO IMPROVE FARMING TECHNIQUES TO
THE BENEFIT OF OUR NATION.

AIM AND PURPOSE OF THE F.F.A.
To develop competent, aggressive, rural and agriculture
leadership.
To strengthen the confidence of farm boys and young
men in themselves and their work.

7.

To participate in worthy undertakings f
ment of agriculture.

8.

To develop character, train for useful
foster patriotism.

3.

To encourage members to improve the farm home and
its surroundings.

9.

To participate in cooperative effort in

4.

To encourage members in the development of individual farming programs and establishment in farming.

10.

To encourage improved scholarship i
learning.

5.

To create more interest in the intelligent choices of
farming occupations.

1 1.

To provide and encourage the developm
rural recreational activities.

6.

To encourage and practice thrift in business and at home.

12.

To create and nurture a love of country Ii

1.
2.

West Kentucky Rural Electri
JOHN ED. WALKER,manager

tic €10operative Corporation
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Dayid Rudolph participating in the tractor trouble
shooting contest at Murray State Ag Club Field Day.

Members participating in livestock judging contest.

Four Attend
National
Convention

Darrell Beane, Shea Sykes and Pat Webb receiving
awards at the Kentucky State Fair in Tobacco Grading.
The'Caitowarteam won first-in--both—Dafk-Fire Cured
and Air-Cured grading and placed third in Burley
-grading. Darrell Beane was high individual scorer in the
State Fire-Cured contest and Shea Sykes was high individual scorer in the State Air-Cured contest. Commissioner of Agriculture Tom Harris is presenting the
awards.
•

Congratulations
FFA Boys
from

Four members of tht.
Calloway Chapter attended the National FFA
Convention in Kansas City,
•
- Nov.- 9-13. The members attending were Shea
Sykes, Steve McCuiston,
Darrell Beane and Charles
Glisson,
While attending the
•convention the members
attended sessions relating
,to FFA business and
'National FFA Contests
.Finals. One of the
Highlights of the convention was the retiring
addresses of the National
FFA Officers. They attended the American Royal
Cattle Show while in
Kansas City.

e

l<OPPERUD
REALTY ni

Contact us for a complete list of forms for
sale in Calloway County.

753-1222
Jimmy Hale's Beef Project. Jimmy entered the Purchase Region FFA Beef Show in Sept.

F

Feb. 19-26, 1977
4011
,
474P4a.
"Ailk

FFA members receiving awards at the Annual ParentMember Banquet.

Kathy Calhoun rated
Superior 2nd place in the
Regional Horticulture impromptu speaking contest.

oos to the
FFA Boys
cool'
Of Calloway Co.

The Future Farmers of America
are working for a better, brighter
tomorrow, through the development of agricultural leadership,
cooperation and citizenship. We
firmly support the FFA Chapters
of our area and applaud all their
achievements.

Murray Electric
System

PURDOM
Olds • P•ortime Celan
Corroone,•••
Went Caw:sm.
1406 Wort 10sis 133-1315

.A

461 Olive ,
753-5312

,
4 0,74.„e
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Sales and Service On All Brands Of Farm Equipment
Including the Steiger 4 Wheel Drive Tractor
WHEN YOU BUY

FARM EQUIPMENT
FROM US...
YOU ARE BUYING THE TYPE AND BRAND OF FARM
EQUIPMENT YOU WANT, AND OUR CONTINUED
EXPERT SERVICE, AS WELL
We Don't Worry About
Competition...We Are The Competition!

New And Used Equipment
And Service
• thru Saturday
Open at 7:30 Monday
Junction 121 & Sedalia Rood

PAGE 11 THE MURRAY Sy
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Krit Stubblefield's Regional Star Farmer Display at the Kentucky State Fair.

47171/74Vint
70

Vo-Ag class on a field trip studying farm machinery

Growing today
- for a brighter
tomorroic
II

.elltite /he t'f' 1 Ilem /wt.

Krit Stubblefield 'was
named 1976 Purchase
Region Star Farmer at the
annual State FFA Convention in Louisville in
June. Krit was the second
consecutive Regional Star
from
the
Farmer
Calloway Chapter.

...7:S
MICHELS
(5-yrey4'?„;

Bel A r Shopr' ^9

Ff A members participating in the county dairy show at the Calloway County Fair.

MP
Massey Ferguson

We offer our continued
support to the Future Farmers of America. We
have all benefited from
the FFA Oqanizations.

Brad Cook receiving a plaque he won at the State Fair
holders in
for being selected as one of the top 12 dairy
the state.

We honor the dedicated FFA Boys of Calloway
County during their week Feb. 19-26.

Thornton Tile
at Marble
So. 9th

IV!
Pi Massey Ferguson

Stokes Tractor
& Implement Co.

753-5719
Industriar Rd.

753-1319
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Calloway County
A State Gold
Emblem Chaper
The Calloway County
Chapter received its
second consecutive State
Gold Emblem in 1976. Each
year all of the 160 chapters
across Kentucky are rated
according to their activities of the past year.
Chapters are rated
Bronze, Silver and Gold on
the Regional level. All Gold
Regional chapters are then
rated on the State level
either Gold, Silver or
Bronze. The Calloway
Chapter has been rated in
the top 10 chapters in
Kentucky for the past 2
years.

FFA SECTI611

Members Of The Calloway FFA Chapter

Mack Harris
Tim Letterman
Steve McCuiston
Kerry Stone
Krit Stubblefield
Joe Dan Taylor
Mark Wilson
Kerry Wyatt
David Rudolph
Rodney Adams
Steve Baker
Darrell Beane
Terry Byerly
Charles Brad Cook
Daniel Crick
Marc Darnell
Randy Darnell
Danny Deering
Charles Edwards
b-Ariore than a half-million
Barry Futrell
students of vocational Bill Glisson
agriculture are members Charles Glisson
of FFA.
Ricky Green
Anthony Horton
Mark Jackson
Danny Kingins
Thomas Kirks
Randy McCallon
Greg McClure
Steve McCuiston
eGarry .Miller

Jimmy Hale
Ricky Miller
Everett Hart
Kenny Orr
Mark Herndon
Kenneth Paschall
Denise Howard
Roger Perkins
Mike Jackson
Jeff Raspberry
Kenneth Jones
David Roberts
Dave Keese
Johnny Rudd
Jimmy Lamb
Jeff Satterwhite
Terry Lassiter
Wade Schroader,
Ralph Lilly
<-•
Starks
Sandra
Tammy Miller
David Story
Rob Morton
Shea Sykes
R.T. Newton
Joe Todd
Dale Orr
Pat Webb
Mark Outland
Bryan White
Micheal Overbey
Jeff White
Robbie Parrish
Randy Adams
Terry Paschall
Daron Ahart
Walter Proctor
Tim Bailey
Bryan Scott
Barrett
Kevin
Danny Spears
Tirruny Beane
William Tobey
Joey Boggess
Danny Todd
Marty Carraway
-Paul Von Schoech
Keith Clark
Micheal Walker
Jonnny Couiey - David Watson
' Keith Wicker
Grant Dick
Kevin Wilson
Stanley Dick
Micheal Wright
Steve Enoch
Jo Ann Albritten
Kenny Erwin
Doran Barty
Terry Gibson
James Bibb

Connie Bogard
Danny Bradshaw
David Brandon
Keith Brown
Jeannie Burkeen
Joey Butterworth
Teresa Bynum
Tanunie Calhoun
Micheal Carr
Jainss Chadwick
Tommy Chavis
Diane Choate
Terry Clark
David Cohoon
Charles Coleman
Jennifer Coleman
Donald Colson
Mary Ann Conner
Brien Cook
Terry Coursey
Gina Crabtree
Larry Cunningham
.Ricky Cunningham
Kevin D'Angelo
Larry Darnell
Dicky Dumas
Donald Duncan
Mike Duncan
Tina Duncan
Glenda Eaker
Gary Emerine

Larry Enoch
Terry Etherton
Loretta Fitzhugh
Tripp Furches
Howard Garland
Tim Gordon
Barry Guthrie
Kandi Hargis
Cecil Hdbert
Earl Hicks
Bobby Hill
Joe Holland
Charles Holt
Mike Holt
Sherry Holt
Barbara Hooks
Paulette Hooks
Mick Horton
Gay Howard
Lee Jackson
Jimmy Johnson
Roger Johnson
Mark Jones
Fred Kemli
Judieth Kendall
Gary Kirks
Robert Lassiter
Calvin Latimer
Clay Latimer
David Lee
Terry Lee

Ronald Lockhart
Morris Luther
Ken McCuiston
Patty McCuiston
Steve McDonald
Marilyn McKenzie
Minna Miller
Donnie Miller
Garry Miller
Mark Miller
Jamie Morrison
James Norsworthy
Larry Norsworthy
Jo Beth Norwood
Nix Ann Osborn
Hihnon Outland
Josie Parrish
Patricia Parrish
Daniel Perry
Kevin Pritchett
Homer Pritchett
Carla Ramsey
Steve Reed
13o5by Rogers
Craig, Rogers
Frankie Rogers
Mike Rogers
Todd Rose
Cindy Rudolph
Terry Rule
Kevin Russell

Donald Salnion
James Sanders
J.T. Sanders
Alan Sexton
Cheryl Sexton
Janice Shelton
Laura Shelton
William Schindler
Richard Smotherman
Kim Speary
Bobby Story
Mary Strode
Roger Stubblefield
Ronnie Stubblefield
Sherry Thomas
ftennee Thompson
Henry Todd
Keith Todd
Ricky Turner
Tim Walls
Danny Warren
Pam Wilkerson
Ricky Wilkerson
James- Williams
Robert Williams_
James Wilson
Roger Wilson
Ronnie Wilson
Leslie- Wilfred
Russel Wilson
Gregory Wyatt

EFA
WEEK
We Salute The

Future Farmers
of America
During

FFA Week and Every Week
of the Year

McKEEL EQUIPMENT CO. INC.
503 Walnut.

Phone 753-3062
4.Darrell Beane presenting livestock awards to Mark Wilson, Krit Stubblefield and Joe
Dan Taylor at the Parent-Member Banquet.

FFA Members
Of The Month

Our best wishes for continued
success in everything. . .

Co.
Taylor Seed
Phone 753-5742

Lynn Grove Road

Each nionth of the year
the chapter selects one
member as "Member Of
The Month." This honor
goes to the member who
has been outstanding in
Leadership or some activity during the month.
The following members
have been chosen for this
year:
July—Darrell Beane
Aug.—Shea Sykes
Sept.—Marry Carraway
Oct.—Kenneth Paschall
Nov.—David Roberts
Dec.—Steve McCuiston
Jan.—Jo Beth Norwood

1570
180 pto hp*

•

•

-
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FFA Week gs,
Celebrated 11111
Across U. S.

%Fa

Mr. Mike Hupko, representative of TVA, presenting
an electrical demonstration to the Vo-Ag classes.

Steve McCuiston, left, receiving the State Gold Emblem from Ron Wilson, National FFA Vice-President

Members of the Calloway
School
High
County
Chapter join with over
500,000 other FFA members in the United States in
celebrating National FFA
began
which
WEEK
February 19.
Throughout the WEEK
the state's chapters are
planning activities to
theme,
the
support
NEW
"Agriculture's
.Generation."
The 49-year traditions of
FFA have held strong and
produced a mighty work
force for food and fiber to
meet the needs of our
nation and the world.
Successful • agric.ultural
leaders of today are the
testimony. "Agriculture's
NEW Generation" is in the
making. They're FFA
members today.
National FFA WEEK
always includes George
Washington's birthday in
his
of
observance
leadership -in promoting
scientifi farming practices. Washington is considered the patron saint of
the FFA and has come to
FFA symbolize
the
Treasurer.
Organized in 1928, the
FFA promotes leadership,
cooperation and citizenship
school
high
among
agriculture
vocational
FFA
The
students.
awards
Foundation
program provides chapter,
national
and
state
recognition for supervised
programs of agricultural
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-FFA - Agricluture)s
NEW Generation" is .1he
theme for National FFA
WEEK, February 19-26.

Mark Wilson receiving his State Farmer Degree at the
State FFA Convention in June. Other members of the
chapter to receive the State's highest degree were Krit
Stubblefield, Barry Joseph, Joe Dan Taylor, Kerry Stone,
Kerry Wyatt, and Rick Nesbitt. The chapter has had 15
state farmers in the past 2 years.

Ag IV class preparing a tractor for painting,
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Mark Wilson, 1975-76
President of the chapter,
rated superior in Beef impromptu speaking at the
Regional contest.
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FfA SKTION

Agriculture's Youth In Action
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DURING NATIONAL FFA WEEK
We Salute You

Future Farmers
Of America
Our Future looks brighter thanks to you.
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Ag IV class cooperating with the Calloway County
Adult Farmer Program by converting high moisture corn
to dry basis yields.
—a

BE SURE THERE IS A
JOHN DEERE IN YOUR FUTURE

J.D. Equipment Co.
Advisor, Larry Gilbert presenting Shea Sykes an award
for being the chapter winner in the IfA Contest sponsored by the Courier-Journal and Louisville Times. The
Chapter had 55 entries in the contest

Mayfield Highway
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ETA SECTION

WEEK
FEB.19i26
"The Future"
Is What The
FFA Is
All About!
The FFA is deeply concerned
_ with the future of man and
the environment. Its members take an
active role in improving this community and conserving our natural
resources .a step towards responsible citizenship. In the Future Farmers of America,vocational agriculture
students are preparing for a career
by participation in classroom activities and practical farm experience.
They learn all the basics of becoming
good farmers, able leaders and confident individuals. We're proud of
their outstanding efforts!
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